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Concept evolution: 

 

The meaning of life is in growth. At each step we grow. By choice or by default. We 

heal and we grow. That is the ultimate meaning and intention of life. This growth 

can be through encountering struggles or a very gentle caring creative and natural 

ways. This is a journey or process called as life. It is a lead to our highest self which 

is a Supreme Self. And how do we move forward in that direction? There are n 

numbers of ways and ultimately they all lead us to our highest possible growth. 

Short or long, slow or fast, smooth or stressful, it all depends upon what is our state 

of being at every single moment. And yet it is within our choice to make it Shorter, 

faster, smoother for us, when we know and remain connected when we know how in 

basic it all gets operated.  

 

My attempt is to connect you with that basic operations or process of life.  

 

Wholeness, effortlessness and highest potential can be attained by the process of  

 

 Knowing and connecting with Self 

 Reaching to the Core and Emerging as an Essence 

 Eliminating age old toxins 

 Invoking Potentiality 

 Uniting Whole Self  

 Reflecting as Impactful Existence  

 De-cluttering chaos of Co-Existence  

 Liberating self to Universal Being.  

 

I am Minal Dalal, a Co-Creator deeply in love with Life. All my life I have been 

fascinated and observing and experiencing how Life operates. How manifestations 

happen. How? Why? And gradually it lead me to the concept of 'Whole Life 

Science' the Science and Spirituality behind How potential life can actually be 

lived. What should be our Essential Being and how to live with it to reach out to our 

Enhanced Existence and eventually be a Universal Being.  

What I have known is that the processes/tools/measures for regaining the state of 

our highest potential or wholeness are 

 

 Simple 

 Gentle 

 Creative 

 Natural  
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 And yet immensely Powerful 

 

Life is effortless. So should be our living.  

Life is infinite and we are the infinite versions of same. We can live Infinite, 

exfoliating our highest potentiality. I intend to discover and establish some form 

that can invoke Wholeness and highest Potentiality within me and entire Human 

race. This is what my mission and passion is all about.  

Our ancestors have lived the same and they have enriched our lives with their tales 

and deeds for us. They have lived the life of highest Art and Science of living. 

Unfortunately over the period of time and in pampering our ego and selfishness, we 

have lost it all. I intend to know them all, with my inner serenity and authenticity, 

convert it into the form that can be easily applicable, adaptable and suitable to the 

need of the present moment, and a bit of tomorrow as well.  

Today, through this paper, I present before you, my experience and knowing of that 

base theory and the whole concept of „Whole Life Science‟ as of Mission: Human, 

Mission: Consciousness, Mission: Potentiality, Mission: Form. The way to „Whole 

Life Science‟ is through invoking consciousness of self as a whole and self in 

collective form of living beings. While invoking consciousness, we also invoke our 

highest potentiality and eventually leading to our WHOLENESS AND 

EFFORTLESSNESS.  

Ahead in the journey I intend to discover and establish combine effect of powerful 

tools, processes and qualities I have mentioned about, and how to utilise them in 

letting growth work for you as gently and simply as possible.  

We Humans are the highest living specie in the entire universe. Only we are born 

with the capacity of making our desires and dreams come true, how much ever 

wildest they can be. We are given all the necessary tools to make it possible. The 

super power physicality, infinite mind, ever connecting and revealing emotions, and 

fuelling spirit within us. We are given the power of co-existence and alignment to 

create anything we have been craving or wishing for. We are given the power of life 

flow to let it happen fluently and speedily. In one life we can liberate and be a 

universal being.  

We can if we seek and if we choose to. I trust, we all do. 

Astu… Amen….. 

 

 

Your Co-Creator  

Minal Dalal 

@POORNAM – Venturing Wholeness 
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The Layout:  ‘Whole Life Science’  

 

Mission: EMERGENCE OF HUMAN 

Dimensions of Essential Being 

ENERGY 

Love, Awfulness, Intuition, Integrity, Presence, Creativity and Faith 

MANIFESTATION 

Co-creation Serenity Strength Synergy Spirit Focused efforts and Goal 

FACETS 

Self – Body Mind Emotions Spirit 

Co-Existence – Relationships Conditions Situations 

NATURE 

Forgiveness, Compassion, Admiration, Friendliness, Peace, Acceptance and Trust 

ABUNDANCE 

Desire, Attitude, Passion, Focus, Vision, Planning and Goal 

FULFILMENT  

Survival, Relationship, Self-existence, Transformation, Expression, Impact, Service 

HEALING  

Openness, Participation, Trust, Willingness, Acceptance, Undertaking and Patience 

 

The hindrances: 

Ego, Fear, Greed, Distrust, Illusion, Cohesion and Selfishness 

Impactful Existence: 

Virtuous, Ethical, Inspiring, Expressive, Trustworthy, Uplifting and Authentic 

 

Clutter of co-existence: 

Scarcity, Severity, Hatred, Complexes, Manipulations, Jealousy and Inability 
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By products of being authentic: 

Success, Joy, Peace, Abundance, Fulfilment, Impact and Effortlessness 

 

Liberated Universal Being: 

Co-Creator, Inflow, friendly, Liberated, Infinite, Divine and Whole 

 

Tools that can invoke the Whole: 

Natural Elements, Sensory Perceptions, Creative Engagements, Metaphor, Rituals 

and Ceremonies, Sacred Visits, Mental Abilities 

 

Qualities that can lead to Whole: 

Tranquillity, Stillness, Space, Love, Faith, Silence, Purity 

 

Root Principles that guides it all 

 

Emergence of Human 

Higher Influences: 

Universal Energy, Universal Intelligence, Time and Space or Era, Regional Realm, 

Vibrational frequency of collective Minds  

 

The Soul as a Whole 

 

Mission: Consciousness of All 

In to out and Within 

 

Collective consciousness of Humans 

Collective consciousness of Humans with Animals and creatures 
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Collective consciousness of Humans with Natural Elements 

Consciousness beyond sphere  

Collective consciousness of Human with sacredness 

Collective consciousness of all 

 

Out to Within: 

Consciousness of our past lives and living forms 

Consciousness of our this life past experience 

Consciousness of our emotions 

Consciousness of mind and intellect 

Consciousness of physicality 

Consciousness of body system 

Consciousness of breath  

Consciousness of our subtle body 

Consciousness of every single cell 

 

Consciousness of tangible non-living forms 

Consciousness of non-living intangible forms 

 

Mission: HUMAN POTENTIAL (Part 3)  

PERCEIVING AND EXPERIENCING  

- Absolute Health 

- Bliss 

- Absolute Knowledge 

- Infinity and Eternity 

- Effortlessness and Wholeness 

- Formlessness 
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Mission: EMERGENCE OF HUMAN 

ENERGY: Pure energy forms of being Human 

We are nothing but the energy form. And energy emanates out of many forms. Every 

living specie has their unique role and characteristics and energy forms. For 

Humans, it is to BE HUMAN. So what are the energy forms of Humans??? 

Love, Awfulness, Intuition, Integrity, Presence, Creativity and Faith. 

To me… These are 7 essential sources of energy of Soul, which are as pure and 

authentic as the soul itself. In any of our operations if these 7 energy forms are 

present, we are operating from the pure source of living, our soul. 

While doing all the is, when the love is the basic intention, awfulness or sheer 

wonder is overriding our mind and emotions, Intuition is our guide, Integrity is our 

responsibility, Presence is all the time present, the expression is creative and when 

the Faith is a fuel, the operation is nothing less than divinity. The Soul‟s purest 

form. Blessing. Infinite living. 

Then our body, mind, intelligence, emotions, social economical environmental 

circumstantial.. they all simply follow or flow with the energy. Here the Life Science 

opens up and reveal everything to us. 

There are several forms of energy that works for all living beings, but to BE 

HUMAN, these 7 forms are purest and needs to be fully functional at all the times. 

The combine Energy which explodes then is what makes us true Humans. 

This gives our Soul the strength. And with this soul strength all manifestations 

become effortlessly possible. Then entire universe conspires for us and flow through 

us. We become what our highest form, which is our Universal Being. 

I am on my way proceeding on this line of thinking and I invite all my valuable 

Human Friends to share their views and give me further guidance on this. Let‟s 

Together lead towards our infinite and potent living. This is possible I Trust. 

 

MANIFESTATION: The manifestation Formula 

In my blog yesterday I shared about essential energy forms for „Soul strength‟. This 

is one of the dimension for whole ling. Today I wish to share about the second 

dimension that is „Manifestation‟. 

We live to make things happen. To bring outcome. To grow and achieve. We wish 

Manifestation. To give to receive and to succeed. To me. there are 7 essential aspects 
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conjoining with success or manifestation. When they are all taken into account at 

times. We receive Whole Success. 

Whole success is a huge phenomenon. It is much beyond what we perceive as 

achievement or success. The whole success or manifestation straightaway connects 

us to abundance at all the facets of life. It gives us wholesome returns for whatever 

we have achieved. What we understand or talk about is yet a partial success. And 

we can go much beyond that. 

My whole success or manifestation has 7 aspects or dimensions. When they all taken 

into account and justified wholly, we are wholly successful. They are 

Co-creation, Serenity, Strength, Synergy, Spirit, Focused efforts and Goal. 

Co-creation is for participatory role undertaking, Serenity for beneficial handling, 

Strength to overcome all hurdles, Synergy for collective energy force in given 

direction, Focused efforts for actualization and Goal for destination embarking. 

When all of this facets are combined and used to its optimum level, we succeed 

wholly. We manifest. And in return we are being chosen to abhor higher 

responsibility. To participate in higher achievements. Our horizon broadens. At the 

same time we savour all the juice of success. We grow. and eventually lead from our 

Being to United Being to Universal Being. 

This is simple said than done. But we must know for sure. We should consider them 

all at each point. Once we dedicate to integrate all, we learn. Nature/Life makes way 

for us. Things become little smoother and effortless. And This is what Life is meant 

for. 

I again invite you to share and express your views freely. Together we can make a 

whole living possible. As our ancestors used to. And as we have forgotten that art of 

whole potent and infinite living. We intend to re define it for our generation and the 

coming generations. The new age of „Whole Living‟ once again… 

 

FACETS: Facets of self in today’s context 

Since two days in my blog posts I am haring my views on leading towards whole 

living. The first aspect was soul strength and the second one was formula for 

manifestation. When we talk of whole or final outcome; we need to consider the base 

and its solidity, that is soul strength, the tools, that is all the facets of self, the 

desired outcome, that is the way or combination or formula for manifestation and 

lastly the principles that guides or fuels the process. 

Today I wish to share about Whole self or facets of self as in today‟s context. The 

reason why in today‟s context is that we have known what an immense and 
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inspirational life our ancestors have lived and have inherited us with. The rich 

living tales and texts tell us all about them. But what I feel is that it needs to be 

made applicable in the era that is currently prevailing and a bit of what we foresee 

in future of living. So I would want to talk of whole self in context of present 

generation. 

They are briefly divided in two streams. First the components of self and second is 

component of self in co-existence. Broadly they are 

Body, Mind, Emotions and Spirit. 

Relationships, Conditions and Situations. 

Our every single moment is lived is affected by all these facets at once. What is is it 

that our ancestors knew and lived and could live immensely remarkable and where 

we are lacking. Although even few of us living beyond exceptions but for majority of 

us it is only in our knowing that we have the potential. And whole life passes and it 

never turns out true for us. We can hardly touch it or even experience it. 

The fact is we have forgotten to live in combination. We have forgotten the art of 

living as whole and making most out of all of these. We are on our way to 

REDISCOVER the same, in context to our present living style. 

What I have always believed and has been my quest as well, that leading towards 

life of potentiality and whole living is simple, gentle, creative and natural. Yet 

authentically very powerful. And so are the processes and tools and measures to Re-

establish them within us. 

What happens when we live as a whole. We are Humans, work in progress, we are 

yet to master our living, but when we live as whole, we consider all aspects at once, 

we know the strengths and weaknesses, we know favourable or non-favourable, we 

know what to use and where to improve. And we take our make our way or make 

choices accordingly. What is happening in present era, is that we give too much 

importance to few facets ignoring rest of them and it leads us to faulty choices. We 

miss to make out the most out of it. Which is always in our hand, at our dispersal. 

With little practice, remaining fully aware and open and in conjunction with other 

elements of whole living, we to can exfoliate our whole potentiality, which our life 

purpose is meant to be. 

We all are given purpose in life so that using it as an end tool, we can exfoliate it all 

and we must, I believe, no matter what. Again, struggle is only indication that we 

are yet a work in progress, we need modification and rectification. And with open 

challenge we must accept it. When we learn to deal with our own self and co-

existence, when we improvise, the whole universe directs its energy in making our 

life a worth. And an inspiration and guidance for many many more. We are 

enhanced. We are now participating in creation of universal life. 
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In my Facebook post I wrote yesterday that 

“On one stand we say that „self-first‟ and on another stand we say „we all are one‟. 

When we take into account ourselves as First we tend to unjustify others…which 

eventually are as ourselves. And when we put others First we unjustify 

ourselves….we co-exist and so we must take into account and justify All at once and 

priorities accordingly….then What needs to be done… in my opinion… For knowing 

it all we should emphasis on Self and for living we must emphasis on Co-existence 

and operate accordingly…Balance between both and prioritizing is the key… I 

believe.” 

 This is our journey. And I again invite all my fellow Blogger friends to share their 

views freely here. Together we can Rediscover and Re-establish it all for all of us and 

entire Human kind. 

 

NATURE: 7 Human nature that resolves 

I have begun with the series of blogs on „Whole Life Science.‟ This is my fourth blog 

in series. What is the essential qualities/nature when cultivated and applied, one 

can resolve anything with. This is mainly related with Mental and Emotional issues 

and grudges that hold us back. 

Someone does something, some things not going as per our willingness, blur up 

negative emotions in us. That matter situation event gets over there but leaves deep 

impact on us. Leaves lot of grudges in us. Leaves us in sea of deep negative 

emotions. The strong imprint remains on subconscious even when we feel we have 

passed through. 

They create blocks and hinders our energy flow. Deviate us and restricts our growth. 

These blockages have multi fold destructive effects on us. If we observe our history, 

long since the childhood they have been accumulated and have taken a concrete 

form, which either we know or we do not know, plays faults for us. 

How to eliminate them? There are 7 essential qualities or human nature when 

cultivated and applied effectively eliminates all these blockages. Whether you have 

known them or not, whether you acknowledge them or not, recognise them or not. 

Nor just they lifts us up from past they help us build renewed authentic Human in 

us. They are 

Forgiveness, Compassion, Admiration, Friendliness, Peace, Acceptance, Trust. 

Check out anything that bothers you in life and know the one essential that deals 

with it, meditate upon it, cultivate it, grow it as deeply as possible, and you will see 

not just your botheration will be relieved, even your issue will be resolved. Your 

blockages will be cleared and free flow of energy will begin. 
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All that happens in life is due to either free flow of energy or block of energy for 

some reason. 

No issues or problems or limits can be resolved wholly until you deal with it from 

very root. We have roots for everything and then the connecting links or alignment. 

Together they create symphony which is then reflected on our living. 

We Humans have limited perception and ego and negative qualities. We also see 

them in others and we have to deal with it because we all co-exist. We face troubles 

and struggles on situational fronts and also on personal front. These issues are the 

most complicated ones and most difficult for us to handle. As we have hardly learned 

to sort them out or handle it or overcome it. 

The root approach to deal with it or overcome it or eliminate it is to work on our 

Nature. The 7 essential Human Nature which can resolve it all. 

I am not mentioning in specific what issues we are talking about. I feel everyone can 

relate with it and need to be discussed as of now. Just focus on what is needed and 

work upon them. 

Once again, My wish is that together, we can built up the Whole. Do share your 

views freely. We can readdress Whole living for us, which the true art of living and 

which unfortunately, we have lost in our illusion and ego and selfishness. 

Together We Can. 

 

ABUNDANCE: Material Abundance: Equation of whole effort 

To make life Whole „Material Abundance‟ is as well a very important and necessary 

factor. My this blog in series of „Whole life Science‟ intends to focus on material 

abundance. The whole efforts to make it viable and why it needs to be attained. 

One of the sign that we are growing whole and that whatever we have learned and 

understood and applied to in life is reaping and showering returns on us. Why 

material abundance is needed, unless and until we satisfy our desires and duties in 

life, we can make any further growth on spiritual realm. We do but then it doesn‟t 

become whole and fully productive for us. It is not about being greedy in acquiring 

material abundance, as how we make use of material abundance decides whether 

was it selfish/greedy acquisition or purposeful and serving acquisition. It is about to 

enhance and grow, somewhere or the other material abundance is must, you may 

earn it or use someone else‟s. But it‟s must. So one must never ever neglect the need 

for material abundance, one should only focus on how to make best use of it, for 

one‟s own betterment and that of as many others as possible. 
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„Material abundance is an equation of persistent and whole efforts‟. The equation is 

a combination of 

Desire, Attitude, Passion, Focus, Vision, Planning and Goal. 

The stronger you are willing, the dedicated you put your whole efforts and rules, you 

abide for receiving and giving, nothing can stop you from material abundance. And 

despite of honest efforts if you haven‟t yet, your subconscious is still blocking it 

somewhere or you need to check your energy is going in direction where it should 

have been going. 

Spiritual growth and material growth are two sides of one coin. They co-exist. Equal 

growth on both the sides is indication that you are on the track. You become 

enhanced. More and more people are benefited with your services. More and more 

people believe in you and eager to follow your words and ways. After all, our growth 

needs some face and our work/service/productivity/creation is that face. The 

challenges you have to pass through or 

Then it is „wholesome living‟. The wholesome growth. This is our highest purpose 

and this is what our life is meant for. 

I have been receiving very positive response from my fellow friend bloggers. And I 

am glad that one part of my work is giving me satisfying returns. I wish to built 

upon this. And come up with whole concept on „Whole Life Science‟. Do continue to 

shower your comments, suggestions, experience or rectification, you may feel so. 

Together we can Re-establish Whole Living, which is true essence of living. 

 

FULFILMENT: Life is Fulfilment at 7 levels 

We live to fulfil. There are certain prime needs. At the root of all that we do in life is 

to fulfil those needs. Our whole growth depends upon how well at each level do we 

perform. How freely are we flowing at each level. Our Existence is sum total of our 

living at all these 7 levels. 

What are those levels? What do they fulfil in us? What is the outcome and how to 

know how well are we fulfilling each? 

Those basic 7 needs are. Survival, Relationship, Self-satisfaction, Transformation, 

Expression, Impact and Service. They fulfil Trust, Honour, Self-esteem, Love, Truth, 

Wisdom and Enlightenment in correspondence to the specified need. 

How do we know that we are living healthy at each of the level. There is an outcome 

gauge to all of them. At healthy survival level we feel secured, fearless, we believe in 

life and are not stuck with our tribal needs such as food or shelter etc. AT healthy 

Relationship level we feel Creative. We create beautiful alignment. We co-create. At 
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healthy Self level we feel profound personality or strong existence. At healthy 

transformation level we feel humanity and empathy. At Healthy Expression level we 

do and feel Inspired. At healthy impact level we feel intuitive. And healthy Service 

level we feel cosmically conscious or blessed. 

It is on us to check for our own self. As in lack or absence the energy block is created 

and our growth is obstructed. Not just that the outcome of these blockages are 

reflected on our body, mind, emotions and spirit is observed as ill health, liming 

mind or stale emotions. The Spirit is also badly affected. The enthusiasm in life goes 

missing. We are stuck. 

The last two levels denotes life lived at higher level. But many a people drag into the 

illusion by only focusing and attracting energy for those two levels leaving first 5 

levels unresolved. This is a mistake. Life is only fulfilled as Whole when all the 

levels are fulfilled in sync with each other. And energy effortlessly flows through all 

of them. We can then explore our highest potentiality. 

This is the 6th Dimension in the series of „Whole Life Science‟. I once again invite 

you all to share your views, suggestions, addition or contradiction. Together we can 

help each other in knowing and living life utmost. 

 

HEALING: Self-help essentials for healing 

Your healing is only and only in your own hand. All of healing systems can only 

support you if you help yourself. 

Healing is mind, body, emotions and spirit combine effort. Disturbed rhythm 

between them and non-capability of combating life conditions and situations 

ultimately converts into a diseased condition and is reflected in body system or 

organs in some form of a disease. 

We are bound to a Healthy Humans, disease in itself is an indication that one or 

more facets of ourselves is disturbed. This is applicable to any and every form of 

diseases conditions. 

Healing is not only disease treatment, healing is treating whole of self along with 

our relationship disturbances, conditional or situational disturbances. May it be 

economical, social, geographical, environmental, astrological or any related facets. 

They all cause hurt to self and disturbs the rhythms at mental, emotional, spiritual 

or and as a end product on our physical level. These are all disease conditions and 

since day one we accumulate them within us. 

Whatever we cannot combat or release in appropriate manner, we accumulate as 

stale condition within our subconscious and on weak moments they all spur up 
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cumulatively as ill health. The chronic or critical the condition, the deeper and 

harder is the impact on our subconscious. 

How can we help ourselves in healing? We are not qualified to know and cure. And 

yet we are the best healers for our self. All medical assistance only and only work if 

we support our healing. Wholly. Physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually all 

at once. 

All the disease conditions have their roots within us. We need to know and work 

from there itself. No doubt we also have to take care of the condition that has 

occurred but at the same time we must reach to the root of it and all as one we must 

heal from there itself. 

How long can this take depends on how eager and prepared and receptive we are to 

eliminate it but it is worth. As not just that it heals you, it frees you from toxins at 

many levels. Also it can lead you towards divinity as you really need to be in close 

connection with your within. With your whole self. 

How? What we can do? There are 7 openings to self-help while getting healed. They 

are 

Openness, Participation, Trust, Willingness, Acceptance, Undertaking and Patience. 

Openness is for knowing what modality is and which practitioner is most suitable 

for this condition. Participation is the most important factor, We are the only ones 

who can heal ourselves. Be participatory with how your healing is taking shape at 

each stage and what All is needed by you to accelerate the healing, how deep to get 

healed. Once you have taken decision on how to get healed, have full trust on your 

practitioner. Your trust work within him as well for treating you. Your trust works 

within you as well for better and faster and deeper results. Without your 

willingness, no modality or medicines can ever cure you. Love life, love yourself, 

have some goal in front of you as motivation to get cured wholly. Acceptance is at the 

base, you must first accept that you are sick you need healing assistance and you 

also need to accept that you are out of rhythm somewhere that‟s why the condition 

has occurred. The root can be anywhere in your past life as well. Undertaking is 

owning responsibility that some where you have fallen weak or wrong to deal with 

the matter. It is for you to know and bring change within you. This undertaking you 

must own. And last but most important one is that you will need patience. You are 

not just healing your diseased conditions, you are healing all facets of yourself. You 

are healing your entire life. You are not just healing you are preparing yourself for 

higher level of life. 

Take diseases condition as opportunity with right approach and what you will gain 

is limitless and valueless. 
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Last caution, Recurrence of disease again is a sign of weak and partial healing 

taking place and needs deep resolution for permanent cure and whole healing. 

I have almost reached to the end of series „Whole Life Science‟ and now intend to 

look for resolves which are simple, gentle, creative and natural. As Life in itself is 

Simple, Gentle, Creative, Natural and Effortlessly flowing. Awaiting your feedback, 

suggestions, rectifications and expressions in whole of these series. 

Together We Can lead to resolve it all and lead towards potential and whole living. 

Once Again. 

 

What goes around comes back around 

I am at the conclusion of my expression on „Whole Life Science‟ series here at 

WordPress bloggers community. The whole life living is impossible until and unless 

you abide 

The root principles that guides it all. 

Most of these we all know. But needs mentioning to make it WHOLE. Before 

proceeding to mention it, let me just in brief introduce to you the dimensions I 

expressed which can lead to the Whole or Potential Living. They are 

1st Dimension: Pure energy form of Human Being 

Love, Awfulness, Intuition, Integrity, Presence, Creativity and Faith 

2nd Dimension: The manifestation formula 

Co-creation Serenity Strength Synergy Spirit Focused efforts and Goal 

3rd Dimension: Facets of self in today‟s context 

Self – Body Mind Emotions Spirit 

Co-Existence – Relationships Conditions Situations 

4th Dimension: 7 Human Nature that can resolve 

Forgiveness, Compassion, Admiration, Friendliness, Peace, Acceptance and Trust 

 

5th Dimension: Equation for material abundance 

Desire, Attitude, Passion, Focus, Vision, Planning and Goal 

 

6th Dimension: Life fulfilment at 7 levels 

Survival – Fulfilment trust – outcome security – Purpose strengthening Roots   

Relationship – Fulfilment Honour – outcome creativity  – Purpose Learning Co-

Existence   

Self-satisfaction – Fulfilment self-esteem – outcome personality and self-control – 

Purpose Establishing Identity 
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Transformation – Fulfilment Love – outcome Humanity and Empathy – Purpose – 

self-renewal                                                                                                    

Expression  – Fulfilment Truth – outcome  Inspiration – Purpose Self-

actualization            

Impact – Fulfilment Wisdom – outcome Intuition – Purpose Integration of all           

Service – Fulfilment Enlightenment – outcome cosmic consciousness- Purpose 

Selfless service 

 

7th Dimension: Self-help essentials for healing 

Openness, Participation, Trust, Willingness, Acceptance, Undertaking and Patience 

 

Now we come to the root principles that guide all of these.  

We are meant for growth. There are n number of roads that drive us to growth. No 

road is prime most certain or the only road. Few are shortcuts and few of them are 

long cuts but eventually we are driven towards growth, potentiality and our 

Essential Being. 

All the people, conditions, situations and experiences given to us are necessities and 

opportunities for growth. When we consciously align with it and flow according, we 

accelerate our growth. We live effortless. When we do not recognise or deny we end 

up in struggle or stress. 

We receive back what we give. What we give around comes back to us around. What 

we sow we shall reap. 

We are co-creators in universe‟s prime motive of construction and destruction. The 

more responsibility we are prepared to own and participate, the more potential is 

exfoliated, we live more. We receive more we give more. 

We Human beings are highest Living forms. We are given all the tools for highest 

possible growth for ourselves and all other Humans and other Living Forms. It is at 

our discrete whether to trust it and live accordingly or to fall into the traps of 

negligible issues arouse out of our own ego, insecurities, distrust, small and limiting 

living. At any point of time we have the choice of living Infinite life and which is our 

highest potential living. 

We are pure soul with impurities and obstructions. Our desires are our soul‟s cry or 

language to express what its needs to Regain its pure form. Only we Humans are 

have the capacities to fulfil anything and everything that we crave for or we can 

even think of. 

Our thoughts and our choices create our realities. Our now is what reality we had 

created for ourselves and our life ahead will again be the reality we will be creating 

for ourselves. 
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We are whole in terms of all our facets of self and co-existence and we are also 

Whole is term of Soul that in itself is Whole. What we need is to search for the ways 

that can lead us towards the same. 

I intend to declare that my mission here is to discover and establish the 

processes/tools/measures/rituals that are simple, gentle, creative and natural yet 

immensely powerful that can lead us all towards potential or whole living. 

We have forgotten what our ancestors knew the Art and Science of Whole living. I 

intend to know them and streamline as rituals for present lifestyle and era and 

forthcoming life style and era. 

I am venturing into wholeness. And invite you all to be my fellow ventures. Together 

we can. 

 

The hindrances 

In our „Whole Life Science‟ series I discussed about the dimensions or the essential 

of our Being. We all have it within us, the purity the infinity the potentiality but 

how much of them is illuminated? What percentage of it reflects in our Existence. 

Our Existence is our presence that the world can see, feel and experience through 

our work, our impact, our presence. How much of our pure essence take the form of 

our worldly reality? Our worldly Existence? 

Very little, or some may be, we agree with this? Yes. Why? Why although we own 

our highest and purest form, although we are the supreme form, we cannot live it? 

The reason is we have created the clouds, that has hidden our SUN, our supreme 

form, Our pure self. 

Which is Light, which is Truth, which is our highest living form. 

The clouds which we have created are… 

Ego, Fear, Greed, Distrust, Illusion, Cohesion and Selfishness 

We just have to know them, acknowledge them, and be prepared to reform it if we 

are the seekers of Light, Truth, Supremacy, and extracting the most out of the life 

that has been given to us. All. 

All rest of chaos, struggles, blockages are born out of any one or combined form of 

above mentioned 7 clouds. Sun is just a resemblance here. We are ourselves much 

above thousand such Suns. This is only for us to relate with. We ourselves are entire 

Universe within us. We ourselves are all of Universe‟s power, all of the knowledge 
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and serenity. We are as authentic as Universe itself. What a Universe can do to 

create is all that even we can do. 

It‟s a choice. It‟s journey. If we seek, we must take. 

And cleansing, shattering, dissolving and clearing all of these clouds is doable. It‟s 

simple, gentle, creative and natural. As effortless as a Life itself. It‟s a flow, we 

should seek to go with it. The more we are willing, the more we are dedicated, the 

more we are seeking, the smoother is the process. 

You ask and it will be given to you. Just learn the ART of asking. Just learn what 

you should be asking for. And it will all be given to you. This is possible. I have 

known and I have believed in it. And that is the reason I can so authoritatively 

express and share it with you. 

The Sun within you wants to illuminate with his brightest of Light. The Sun within 

you wants to enlighten it all with his whole Truth.  The Sun within you wants to 

manifest it all for you. Give it a way, Shatter and break all the clouds you have 

created that is hiding your Sun behind. Let it Shine. Let it shine brightest. Let the 

world know and get illuminated through you as well. 

Amen. Astu.. 

 

Impactful Existence 

Once the Hindrances from within start dissolving, the pure essential Being starts 

emerging. The sign is that your life changes. Things start happening for you, 

meaning of words, deeds even your presence make sense to people. You are being 

more respected and believed than ever before. You get things done with lot more less 

efforts and energy. Your Existence reflects your inner being. In simple words your 

existence is how people know you. The kind if impact you have on other people‟s 

lives. The idea of you on other people is what your existence means. 

You now impact on other lives. The more your inner pure self reflects, the more you 

spread and more lives you impact on. Below mentioned are characteristics of 

Impactful Existence. 

Virtuous, Ethical, Inspiring, Expressive, Trustworthy, Uplifting and Authentic. 

You are being guided by purity hence what is reflected out of you to outer world is 

your virtue. All your spoken words, all your deeds even your aura reflects virtue 

which other people have to accept and acknowledge. They find you ethical, so much 

so that you are being taken as an example. Your leadership is now more valuable. It 

gives better and long lasting results. Your living inspires people. They start 

following you. They take lessons out of your life. You now freely express. Your 
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expressions now has more power, serenity and henceforth authority which people 

find it difficult to challenge. People start trusting you more than themselves or 

maybe you can say blindly. All you do uplifts life of others. And finally it‟s all very 

authentic. 

The purer your being is the more impactful your life becomes. The more of essential 

being is reflecting, the Enhanced your life becomes. In true sense. All the 

remarkable people who have left impact on decades and eras or even thousands of 

years are the people, who have lead and are being guided by the purity of their 

selves. Their essential Being. Then whatever you do becomes legendary. 

At this point of time, you need to be very careful. Your empowered self can sleep, the 

impurity around can again catch you in trap. You might have the chances of losing 

your essentiality or purity. And if so happens you not just loose it all again, you can 

nose dive into deep troubled valley in no matter of time. 

One must know at this juncture that those who have impacted for decades or era or 

even thousands of years, have spent parallel life in refining themselves more and 

more. They have been more and more humble. 

Being humble is a sign that you are on top. 

You have two ways from here. Either you take a much higher flight and reach out to 

more people. Impact on more and more lives. Live enhanced life. Or.. You deep dive 

and you lose all the benefits of what you could have gained by living authentically so 

far. You may lose it much beyond. 

With this word of caution, I wish to conclude by saying, we can gain it all which we 

have desired for or craved for, or even much beyond, so much so that you can hear 

people saying, was this was expected from him, it was not read for him. And you 

simply smile and enjoy from a far. But you remain dedicated to live your purpose. 

More and more. 

This is how it happens… You take care of emerging with your whole essential being, 

you dissolve all your impurities and hindrances, your existential life is reflected and 

guided by your inner essential being and your existence becomes enhanced, your life 

becomes more and more meaningful and impactful. It can spread to the entire world, 

it can impact for many more generations to come. 

This is how it happens. For anyone who chooses to be. 

 

Clutter of Co-Existence 

We are a self and we also co-exist. In depth we checked for self. The essential being. 

We also co-exist and thus we face issues related co-existence as well. In my 
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yesterday‟s blog I talked about Impactful Existence. How an enhanced or impactful 

person looks like. Today I want to discuss about what outside facets can harm or 

block our impactful living. Self-sabotaging hindrances or blocks we already talked 

about. Now we talk for outside facets and factors. 

We co-exist so we are affected by other people‟s intentions, feelings, thoughts, deeds 

plus we are also affected by conditions like social, economic, geographical, 

astrological and so on and also the situations we have to be into. Altogether it can 

create a smooth atmosphere for us or a clutter for us. The clutter may be in form 

of… 

Scarcity, Severity, Hatred, Complexes, Manipulations, Jealousy and Inabilities 

We face because of anyone or combined effect of these. We all do and so are our 

reactions and reflections in our living.  Even when we have worked well upon us, we 

come across these and we are being asked to show more nerves, serenity, power, 

authenticity to overcome and move forward to be more enhanced. 

There are no solutions for outside only solution in our hand is inside. We have 

prepare ourselves, we have to guard ourselves, we have lift ourselves higher and 

higher, more authentic to conquer it all. History has ever proved that who has 

acquired enough serenity, position, power, authenticity, only they have changed the 

paths and maps of world over and ever again. It is we who has to reach to the 

position from which we can convert it all, for the betterment of all. No outside source 

or force c come and help us if we are not enough polished or prepared. 

The world is a beautiful place. The life is beautiful in itself. It is our beauty and we 

must know how to retain it, how to not let others spoil it. How to not let the 

situations or conditions to ruin it. A beautiful garden is attacked by daily naughty 

people, scarcity or severity of weather condition, or water and fertilizer inputs, or 

government laws or manipulations and jealousy of other gardeners. It is the skill, 

might, serenity, willingness and love of the gardener to safeguard the garden from 

all of these and use all his skills to keep garden ever blossoming whatever may be 

the condition. Only Gardener can. By enhancing his self he can do this. He can 

overpower it all. It‟s just the same way for us all. 

What all matters is how strong our willingness is. 

 

By products of living from Essence 

Success, Joy, Peace, Fulfilment, Abundance, Impact, Effortlessness 

The Essence of Life is Growth and Growth is combined product of a few pure 

essentials. We have seen prior in series of „Whole Life Science‟. 
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What is our highest gain? Living as HUMAN exfoliating highest potentiality is our 

the highest gain and receiving all the profits while doing so. These profits are in 

material forms as well as non-material forms. All of them are requisites to complete 

the whole circle. 

What happens in our life is we run behind acquiring all or few of above mentioned 

attributions. This is the reason we fall short. We must target higher accomplishment 

and all these come to us as by products. We must understand we are not supposed to 

Strive for them, they are just the by-products, free gifts, blessings, for striving for 

higher goal or purpose and that is, living for the growth of our own self as much as 

living for the growth of others. As many as possible. From our own self to our family, 

friends, acquaintances, neighbourhood, society by large, our city, country, 

continents, world as a whole, and they entire living species existing on the earth. 

One should as per one‟s own capabilities, but the target should only be growth. Ours 

as well our co-existent‟s. 

This can happen when we live from our core, our essence, which is purity and love 

for all.  Then we will be no more required to strive for petty things like success and 

impact and abundance in life. Joy, Peace and Fulfilment will springing naturally 

and Effortless will be bestowed to us. 

It is for us to decide on to strive for what? 

Life knows that we are committed to Growth and it does not look for any certificates, 

formal education, positions, nothing. It only and only looks for whether you are 

living for the growth of yourself as well as that of others, may it be just one more 

life, but you do and you do it delicately, you do it intently, you do it wholeheartedly, 

then the life becomes your servant. It serves you everything or rather more to enrich 

the growth. Why more is so that you can enhance. You do not just stuck with what 

you are living now for. You check the entire human history and those impactful 

existent or universal beings are examples before you. History is meant for us to 

know this. 

Everything can be combated with, every hurdle can be surpassed, every and any 

dimension can be achieved when we strive to live for growth with our own purity 

and essence. We simply have to raise ourselves, wholly. We have raise our mental 

status, emotionality, physical abilities and above all our spirit in doing so. 

From purity and growth when something prospers, it prospers to the fullest. It 

prospers the whole and this prosperity is then spreaded to others as well. 

It is a choice if we seek for. 
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Our life v/s Potent life 

We are here today. In the mist of confusions and cohesion and reckless striving and 

world full of toxicity. We are those dragons who want to roar, who want to throw his 

might and power, who want to be authentic but who are tightly surrounded by the 

mist around. 

The dragon is taught to live like a mild, limited squirrel, fearful, insecure,  striving 

only to survive. In reality he is a dragon. And his is the power to burn and transform 

all around. 

Is this our version? Do we relate with this? 

Even we are taught to live small, limiting, protected, and coward and on top of that 

we are fuelled with ego, greed, illusions, selfishness. 

How we live? We live just to survive. Whatever version we could have exfoliated so 

far is only our reaction to the circumstances and challenges we have been given. 

How many of us have been able to raise us above this and charter our path on base 

of our core or essence. Even our survival is not fruitful enough, we yet do not 

effortlessly achieve this. We still live in emotional confusions, limited mind and 

perceptions, blind choices, borrowed wisdom, unauthentic power and the outcome is 

fragmented living, fragmented results which doesn‟t give us whole, long lasting 

results, whichever field we may think of. 

This scene can be changed. Our living and whole world around us can change. The 

way we wish to see it, the way it has to be. Evolved. Growing. Enhanced. Impactful. 

Pure and Loving. Eventually Liberating. 

When? When we learn to lead the life as a whole. When we lean to lead and live 

from our very core, our essential being. 

But how? Our current lifestyle doesn‟t permit this? Who has the time to sit at jungle 

and do sadhana? Even sitting for meditation doesn‟t work as such. Either because 

we do not have quality time or even we do spare, we are so much so engrossed with 

our living that we cannot extract true benefits of it. We have Sciences available with 

us. We have scriptures and Sages tales available with us and yet we cannot use it, 

we cannot be benefited with it. 

Reason is it doesn‟t match with our current lifestyle, which is not easy for us to over 

nightly change. The need of an hour is to Re-frame, Re-derive, and Re-establish a 

new form of „Whole life science‟, which can lead us to connect with our core and help 

us lead our life from there. It can be a process, tools, rituals or some new form 

totally. It is coming. The evolution is coming. Science is to meet Spirituality  in true 

sense. Which will lead us all to our authentic living, our truly potential living. 
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You…Niverse 

How must be the LIBERATED UNIVERSAL BEING must be looking like? What he 

would be wearing? The tags of 

Co-Creator, Liberated, Friendliness, Inflow, Infinite, Divine and Whole. 

Once he would have re-established himself with his Pure essence, he would have 

shattered all his inner conflicts and hindrances, he would have led to impactful 

living, where he would have de-cluttered all the outer chaos of co-existence. In all of 

these process he would have been on the way to be Whole once again. 

The stillness, tranquillity and void of Soul, the limitlessness of mind, the love and 

friendliness in emotions, enthusiasm and authenticity of spirit…merging all of these 

ingredients, he would have created an ALCHEMY for himself, the Alchemy of 

Liberating him to a Universal Being version of himself… 

The experience of writing this blog in itself is so thrilling and enchanting, how must 

have been the experience of truly be a Liberated Universal Being. We are. We all 

are. When we choose to be. 

He must be a participatory through his role and purpose of this life, surrendered to 

Nature/Life in their purpose of Growth for all. He would be a Co-Creator in all that 

universe/nature/life is being constructing and destructing for all of ours‟ growth. The 

meaning of Life in itself is growth. He must be liberated. Open to all that would 

come to him, creating his own and others‟ reality out of it through his own skills and 

creativity. Through his enhanced perception he would have known that there are n 

numbers of ways to get liberated and all these ways lead to one destiny that is 

potential exfoliation as a path  for reaching to your wholeness. The SUPREME you. 

YOU…Niverse. 

He must be Friendly to all, seeing what is and what is he leading to in all. Causing 

harm to none. Be friendly with all. He must be Inflow. No struggle, no cohesion, no 

chaos, simply in effortless flow. He would be Infinite, as he would have acquired all 

the power, all serenity, all authenticity to create anything he would have wished for 

and anything that he would have shouldered on him, anything that has been 

assigned to him. Surrendering.. Fulfilling…Shouldering more…Being 

more…Infinite possibilities, infinite accomplishments all by himself. He must have 

been Divine. He would be bestowed and blessed with all Energy, all support system, 

all alignments and co-operation, all knowledge, skills, power, everything coming at 

his doorsteps even before needing to use them. And most essentially, he would by 

now be whole. All his physicality, mentality, emotionality, spirituality, materiality, 

co-existence, all would have merged into one, whole HE. The Universal Energy, that 

accomplishes it all for himself and for all other living beings. He must have been 

HUMAN in true sense. 
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Have you ever experienced this as a whole.. even momentarily? 

 

Tools that lead can invoke the Whole: 

In the series „Whole Life Science‟, we have known a bit about the whole self, the 

potent self. A journey from the core or essential being to the universal being, the 

hurdles and cohesion. We have known, and now it‟s time to be the one. We are but 

we have to invoke. 

How? What processes or tools can help us do that? This is a science, I call it as 

Science of Spiritual Living.‟ It is an Alchemy, a unison of… 

Natural Elements, Sensory Perceptions, Creative Engagements, Metaphors, Rituals 

and Ceremonies, Sacred Visits and Mental Abilities 

Nature has all resolutions. It reflects and open its secret through it‟s elements. The 

living and non-living forms. From tiny seed to gem stones to plants to animals to 

humans. From flower to farms to river to ocean to sun moon and sky. To winds to 

rains to clouds to space. To fire to woods to birds to corals to amphibians. To stars to 

planets to galaxies to the universe. Nature has created it all, for the nurturing, 

survival and progress of it all. 

They show us the way, if we can read and know. They can moderate if we can 

connect. They can instil their properties in us if we know to seek. When our mind is 

receptive and open, when our senses are sharp and hungry to grasp, every single 

natural element is here for us to evolve. We do not even need to know how it does, 

we must just know and connect deeply and seek to embrace those skills and 

properties in us. We must be, at all the times, be grasping and embracing. It‟s all 

around us, we need not even go far beyond, nor we need to set apart a time. (When 

we do nothing like that but even otherwise.)  

Metaphors like story tales, or behaviour of animals and birds or tree for example. 

They are good tools that can invoke. When we hear about them or see them or 

anyways get connected with them, they pass on their qualities to us. Silently. We 

hear some story and we experience something changing within us. We all have 

experienced it. We know them and we also come to know how it should be and we 

attract them in our life.  

Visits to sacred places, performing Rituals and Ceremonies create wonder for us in 

evolving. They have properties of transformers. They are Alchemists within them. A 

Midas touch which converts any metal into pure gold. 

With open heart, mind and senses and deep seeking, we should connect. And they 

will bestow on us their properties, their energy, their skills, which will enrich us, 

bring changes within us and fill us with whatever is lacking. It does. 
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What we need is a space, a whole focus (I call it as meditation), and transcendence. 

Creative Engagements provides us these all. When we are engaged creatively, say 

writing or drawing or sculpturing or modelling or dancing or singing, basically while 

expressing ourselves creatively; we provide us a space, where every growth takes 

shape. We are fully engrossed, so much so that we forget everything around even our 

own existence, we are fully in our now, we become our Whole. We nurture our 

Wholeness. We help ourselves eliminating our toxicity. We embrace and instil the 

essence. We merge and become one with the Whole. 

Together they invoke the qualities within us which evolves us and lead to our 

wholeness. In my next article I will be writing about those qualities that can lead us 

to our wholeness. 

In nutshell, when we are deep seekers, the entire universe conspires to provide us 

what we have been needing. The life reveals before us all the opportunities which 

can lead us to growth. 

And our true journey begins. The conscious one. With trust, with affirmation, 

openness and embracing. Let it happen for all of us. 

Astu. Amen. 

 

Qualities that lead us to Whole Self: 

In my yesterday‟s post, i discussed about the tools that can invoke our wholeness, 

our potentiality, our sacredness. These tools invoke few qualities within us, and also 

when these tools are pursued while with these qualities, the growth becomes 

smoother and faster, at a lightning speed. It does. I have known. 

These qualities create sacred state within us which evolves it all. It is a root space 

where it all takes shape. They are… 

Tranquillity, Stillness, Space, Faith, Silence, Purity and Love 

We inherit these qualities and they also can be aroused, using tools i discussed 

yesterday. Or rather when we are fully engrossed using those tools, we silently 

invoke and instil these qualities within us. 

In tranquil and still state, we invoke our knowing, the knowing of supreme. In 

tranquil and still state, the vibration comes to standstill and take shape. The 

energies ripple. It‟s like, to create a ripple of a choice, the river first needs to be 

totally still and allowing, tranquil. And then a stone, a tool, is thrown to get those 

ripple of energy created and spreaded around. The calmer and still the river, the 

magnitude of a throw, the wider the spreading of energy. 
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In „space‟ or „void‟ or „vacuum‟, the reactions take place. Space is the root of 

evolution, root of chemical reactions, roots of all that changes shape. The most part 

of us is formed of the space, the hollowness, when we allow them to work, they 

absorb, analyse and react back. What we do is we hurry for everything, we do not let 

this space absorbs, analyses and reacts. What we miss is what we work hard for. 

This space is in relaxation. Relaxation of our entire being. Our physical movements, 

our mental chatter, emotional releases, our spirit, even our breath, more relaxed all 

of these, the more space will work for us. It opens the fields we have not yet 

explored. Where our physical presence and realm cannot reach and yet they are 

present. These beyond realm works more efficiently, more wisely, more authentically 

works for us. This work is more profound then what we can work for ourselves. It is 

beyond our knowing or imagination. 

Faith is energy as well as a quality for those who can trust and persist on it. Faith 

attracts what we are wishing to invite for us. In Silence we allow ourselves chance to 

know and get hold of it all, to gather the serenity and authentic power for combating 

and bringing change. Love as we all have known and experienced in our lives, set 

the center stage for all changes that needs to be taken shape. And Purity of 

Intentions, purity of character, purity of morality is the base soil for all the 

sprouting and roots strengthening. 

We have chemical reactors within us, they reside and work through the 

transformation quality within us. We hear a story, we relate and we experience 

change within us, we connect with elements and nature and we find ourselves 

changing, we express and we feel being invoked. These are just a few examples. All 

such reactions take shape with our quality of transformation. When we connect 

deeply, we embrace, we instil and we evolve. These state is irreversible, and it 

transforms for bring forth purity. It burns out the toxicity and lets out the pure 

state. I have only ignited the spark here. It‟s effects are immensely huge and non-

gaugeable, but for sure they make way for us to our highest potential living, 

wholeness and effortlessness.  

Using the tools like natural elements, sensory perceptions, creative engagements, 

mental abilities and metaphors, they can be invoked and aroused. Even with our 

conscious choice we can invoke and arouse them. And to let it work for us. A huge 

leap or shift in just few moments is also possible, in deep connection and arousal. 

Together these tools and qualities lead us to our highest potentiality, our wholeness, 

our sacredness, where our highest growth is awaiting to embrace us. This is what 

life is meant to be. This is what life is expecting out of us. This is what our inner 

most cry or desire is for…. 

May in unison, we all can attain and reach that highest state we call as fullest 

living. 
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Emergence of Human: 

And what is the final outcome? Invoking essence, clearing hindrances, enhancing 

existence, de-cluttering co-existence. Utilizing available tools and invoking qualities 

within. 

Emergence of Human. Our highest form and purpose in this Life. A way towards 

liberating and being universal. 

So how does Human look like? We know. All our living, struggles, chaos, 

accomplishments, success, abundance where should they be leading us to? Our 

highest potential, being human, reaching to effortlessness. Effortlessness is a point 

one can know that he is emerging as a Human. It is a sign, a lamppost. 

Emergence of Human and Effortlessness is a long long journey, many of us can have 

taken lives and lives whilst reaching till here. Reaching here, where I am, I have 

known, that invoking this state is Simple, Gentle, Creative and Natural. Yet 

immensely powerful. Just as Life is in itself. It is us who make it complicated. We 

have it all within us, all as a support around us. We just have to connect with it, 

consciously seeking, and allow it all to work for us. 

A seed is sown. The seed then utilizes properties of soil, rain, sunshine, human 

efforts in getting nurtures and strongly spreading its roots. It gathers all serenity 

and power of tree of life and one fine day, sprouts, it cracks the soils and breaks to 

emerge as a tiny soft leaf. So far now, all the processes were shaping within, now 

has it shown out in its existence facing world outside. Just from a tiny little seed 

having a capacity of growing as huge forest within, takes further shape. From that 

first leaf to developing as a trunk, branches, more and more leaves, flowers and 

finally fruit. It does and nurtures all of these fighting natural circumstances and 

calamities. Nature supports as well as delivers hindrances for that seed converted as 

a tree, to go strong on its own. Wisely using all that is around and given to him to 

nurture him well. Finally, a huge strong fully grown tree, bearing flowers and fruits, 

which will then turn out to be seed for yet another tree, eventually entire forest as a 

whole. 

This is ever growing end result of WHOLENESS and EFFORTLESSNESS. Which 

can be Regained. An evolving journey from invoking core or essence and reflecting 

on our existence and emerging as Human and eventually liberating as universal 

being. 

It is Simple, Gentle, Creative, Natural and yet immensely powerfully. We just need 

to seeking deeply and connect with it all to let it happen. Today I Pray that We all 

Do. Amen. Astu 
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Higher Influences 

We are affected and influenced here in our practical realm by nature of 

Relationships, Condition in which we exist and Situation we are indulge into. These 

are influences of co-existence. Our reactions to these influences arise from our self 

realm which is our physicality, conscious and subconscious mind, our emotionality 

and state of our spirit. These are all practical realms and influences. We also come 

under influence of higher realms, which is beyond our limited senses and knowing. 

They do exist and we are under influence of them. 

Few of them are Universal Energy, Universal Intelligence, Time and Space or Era, 

Regional Realm, Vibrational Frequency of Collective Mind. 

All of these are beyond influences, beyond in the sense, we have to bow down and 

obey them, we have no power to change or overcome them. Rest of all practical 

influences, we have the power to change them, convert them, attract them or negate 

them. But above mentioned influences are not in Human power. May be in a Super 

Human power but certainly not in human power. 

The point to raise this awareness is that, many a times in our lives, we just have to 

surrender, just have to accept things as they are and then adjust ourselves, modify 

ourselves in their power to negate struggle in our life. To acquire smooth flow or 

effortlessness in our life. We have to accept them as they are. They teach us 

acceptance, patience, tolerance. Much needed qualities within us. 

Each passing moment, the energy around keeps affecting us. We do not intentionally 

attract them. They simply and naturally influence us and affect our living. It may be 

supportive to us, it may not be. They test us. For us, we just have to remain 

connected with our essence our core our purity. 

Universal Intelligence is highest authority and work in creating, managing and 

destructing all lives at all times for their highest growth. It takes care of it all at all 

the times and creates situations, conditions for us to grow. This is beyond our 

intelligence to understand and know till we surrender to it, enhance ourselves and 

seek to know it all. 

Time and Space or Era. Our lives are shaped in accordance with the time and era we 

breath in. The life of cave men and life today is way far different. Even if we wish to 

shape our life as per different time zone or era, we only invite struggle for us. This is 

beyond our means and powers. 

Realm of Region. We are greatly affected by the area or region we live on. The life of 

mountain man and life of city man obviously differs although they belong to same 

time zone. One has to follow the needs and style of region they live in and make the 
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most out of their lives. If they do not, they enter into living which is not just difficult 

also forces one to accommodate within the given reality else to shift to the desired 

region. In nut shell, demands and needs of region do affect our living, which is again 

a higher influence on us. 

Our mind attracts frequency and vibrations of its own choice but also get influenced 

by the collective force of all the minds around. Many a times we have experienced 

that our mind gets in the flow of people around, or the collective temperament. We 

come under their influence and get affected by them. We do not even realise 

sometimes what makes us think or behave in certain manner. We feel that these are 

not We. True. Here we are part of that collective vibrational frequency which is 

beyond our mean to know. With special efforts we might can know them and adjust 

to our own frequency. 

All of these beyond or higher influences can be known a bit or to fullest to seekers of 

higher realm. But they require purest of intentions and openness and enhanced self. 

For others it is just to know that they do exist and simply be in flow with them, to 

avoid struggle and smooth growth and self and connected ones. Nature or life takes 

care of it all. 

 

The Soul as a Whole 

In my native language The Guna „Qualities‟ of Soul or a rather the qualities of 

Illumined Soul goes as ” Satyam, Satej, Sahaj, Sampoorna, Samanvit, Sarjak, 

Satvik, Sheelvant, Safal, Saundaryvan, Sukhavah”. That is “Truthful, Illumined, 

Effortless, Whole, Aligned, Creator, Pious, Virtuous, Successful, Beautiful, Blissful” . 

When the Soul gets illumined, awakened, the above mentioned qualities begin to 

spread. The essence or core gets strengthened. The spirit, emotions, mind and body 

becomes free of age old toxins, the knowing or knowledge gets invoked and 

intensifies, these knowing gets starts reflecting into existence and its living through 

deeds, applications, thoughts, emotions, alignment in co-existence, serenity and 

power to adjust or modify or overcome the conditions and situations. 

All his living becomes his character. More and more enthusiasm of spirit flows with 

the character. And what enhances him or spreads him and make him impactful is 

his enthusiastic Character. His Aura. This enthusiastic Character or Aura touches 

other lives and illuminates them as well. It then shifts others as well to the higher 

level. All of their life changes for betterment. Betterment of self, society and entire 

existence as a whole. He is then be able to conquer the higher influences and is on 

the way to be liberated. 

This is the process. As I have known and understood. 
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One must know that then all our practical living comes into the rhythm, the 

doingness, the righteousness. 

In the process of growing, the tree embraces sunlight, it embraces and it grows, (no 

one teaches him how to grow, no one teaches him how to protect and fight, no one 

teaches him how to feed and give). It embraces the essential and it grows. The more 

it grows the more it gives. The more it gives, more capable it becomes to grow. The 

more light it embraces and more it grows. And a day comes when a tree is fully 

grown, a tree is fully illumined and Whole. Now the tree has fully enhanced his life, 

it is now giving THE BEST it has and it can give. Roots, Wood, Leaves, Flowers, 

Fruits, new Seeds, Shed, Shelter. It is for us then how to make use of them. For tree 

he has been fully capable of giving. Of serving. 

The soul is same. The process is same. Even for we the humans and human lives. 

They all can remain stuck to their core process and we humans deviate. We go 

superficial, disconnected to the core and we suffer. All the solutions and answers to 

practical struggle and living lies into the core qualities of our being. The soul has his 

own path of growing and whatever knowledge or actions or support needed for his 

growth, he himself illuminates. We simply have to follow it. We just need to be 

inflow. If we are seekers of growth, potent and effortless living. If we are seekers of 

whole and crave to be fully illumined. 

Couple of days back, I thought I am done with the theory of „Whole Life Science‟, but 

I was unfinished, I realised. My post on „Higher Influences‟ and „The Soul as a 

Whole‟ is extended version in the theory. Without this the theory would not have 

been Whole. This is what happens when you embrace and grow and give, you 

become eligible for more light, growth and giving power. 

It‟s my time, I suppose, now is to go into the detailed working of each facet I have 

mentioned in the theory as one part. And how to get them into processes whereby it 

can be invoked in others, as a second part. Concluding the theory with this note. 

I seek more knowing and creativity and power, I seek more flowing, strengthening of 

my soul and illumination. For uplifting and enhancing myself and as many other 

lives as possible. Astu. Amen. 
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Mission: Consciousness of ALL 

Multi-Dimensional Consciousness: 

In first part of „Theory of Whole Life Science‟ we have had a glimpse of Human and 

it‟s Individual and personal Consciousness and a bit of Co-Existence. Now I intend 

to begin my work on individual consciousness of each component of living beings and 

their collective consciousness. Their effects and interdependence on each other, 

individually and in collective form. 

From human consciousness or individual and personal  consciousness, the first and 

immediate extension of consciousness would be Consciousness of a society by large 

and society as a whole. What is consciousness of a society, soul of a society and it‟s 

demands to grow and evolve. 

Next we will need to move to consciousness of every other living consciousness. All 

types of creatures and plant kingdom. Then Natural elements such as Earth, Water, 

Fire, Air and Space. Individual consciousness of Sun, moon, planets, sound, colour, 

aroma, shapes, spoken words and letters. Collective consciousness of Mantra, sacred 

places. Then collective of consciousness of ocean, river, mountains, crystals, stars 

and galaxies… The list is long. They all affect each other and hence one should 

evolve to know and take optimum benefit of them in their personal evolution and 

collective evolution. 

We may know just a bit for now and yet we can connect and attract them for our 

evolution. As well as we can enhance little knowing for each by using them in a 

combined form. Like for some sacred ritual, we can consciously combine effect of 

sound, mantras, plants and crystals, colour, aroma, energy of earth, fire, water, air 

and space as per the ritual need and multiply the effect by making scientific and 

spiritual combined use of them. 

It is not much of importance how much do we know, it is how deeply can we connect, 

how utmost can we invoke and attract within us. I intend to know it all step by step 

and prepare suitable recipe out of it to resolve and evolve. 

I invite all of you in this mission with me, by sharing your knowing suggestions, 

views, feedback or any other form that may suit you. Together We Can. 

 

One on one consciousness 

There are several permutations and combination between evoked consciousness 

between two people. The reason is they are born out of basic nature of each, 

conditioning and environment of each, intentions and emotions of each, individual 

purposes, basic nature, mind conditions and perceptions. They are various in forms 
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and therefore the consciousness that evokes can have several permutations and 

combinations. The fact is that a consciousness is getting created and this 

consciousness work for both and many others as well. This consciousness converts as 

energy exchange between both. And energy is source of all creations and destruction. 

When two are in loving relationship and mutually care for growth of each other, the 

consciousness works wonderfully in flow in constructive direction. When both are in 

hate relationship, the consciousness is in flow in destructive direction. They align 

that way. But when each one is aligned on different note, the energy flow remains 

disturbed and confused in which direction to flow. Eventually one with higher 

intensity consciousness takes over. Eventually the one having consciousness of 

essential being takes over. 

Also to make note that one can change the alignment and consciousness of other 

deliberately and knowingly or non deliberately or unknowingly. It is the work and 

effort of sub conscious first. In imagination, in visualisation, in focus one can work 

and change the consciousness of other. The distance between two people never 

matters. This imagination or visualisation or focus then turns to conscious mind and 

transmitted as energy for the other.  We can change the prevailing pattern by re 

addressing the entire relationship or particular episode which we wish to change or 

stop from recurrence. During all of this time one must always remember that 

eventually out of two, the one having purer and kind purpose finally takes 

over.  Two people aligned with each other create harmony and rhythm which works 

wonderful or miraculous for each other, not just that, it spreads to other people 

around as well. 

On final note, what we give or what we sow or wish for other, returns back to us or 

reap for us. The beginning of creating a better place to live, we must first work on 

purifying our own consciousness and then one on one with few other people. The 

change we wish to see begins here. 

Henceforth it is st our discreet what consciousness to be evoked, how intensely. Also 

it is at our discreet on how to arouse consciousness that can help in mutual evolving 

and evolution of many others eventually.  It begins with awareness, setting 

intentions, finding ways and then working upon it. Dedicated, tirelessly, 

uninterrupted and unshakably. No matter what. 

May we all find our rhythm one on one with all humans we come in contact with and 

we relate with. Amen. 

 

Consciousness of a Family 

A step further in extending our consciousness would first lead us to the 

consciousness of our family and also extended family in certain cases. As we have 
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known, a family is a small version of our society. Like in society people with unique 

identities and yet they co-exist.  Their qualities and disabilities complement each 

other and they come to fuller circle. This makes a society complete. Whole. Same 

applies to the family. 

We all are well aware of the fact that every member of a family is brought up with 

his or her unique kind of skills, temperament, abilities and disabilities, perceptions 

and so on. When we view it closely we will come to realisation that they compensate 

each other in fulfilling the whole circle called as a family. 

So the collective consciousness of a family is set to promote and complement each 

member in areas of lacking and support and make use of his/her strengths. In the 

families where this understanding is rooted strong they create harmony and you will 

find them all growing very well, but where this understanding is weakly developed 

or they are only taught to live for their individual needs and purposes, you find 

clashes. Each of them then outgrow with their acquaintances and friends and larger 

part of society in the same manner. 

You find them in your neighborhood or society, destroying the harmony and growth 

of entire society. What is needed in a family or a society is for someone to take the 

lead with serenity and authority in creating this harmony. Growing collective and 

complimenting values, observing the nourishment of each in balanced manner. 

Strive for smooth growth of all and raise the consciousness that can then be 

spreaded out in healthy manner. In constructing a healthy society. 

Their remains differences, their prevails priorities, and all of them can be taken care 

of wisely, without disturbing the equilibrium of give and take between each of them. 

By making them understand what one is giving and what one is receiving or will 

receive in later part of a life. 

The consciousness of family lies in bonding and co-existence. The roots of oneness is 

here. If you can experience and perform oneness in family then only you will be 

eligible for healthy member of your society or global citizen on the way. 

Give and take has many forms, few are tangible and can be gauged, others are 

intangible and very subtle in nature. This awareness must be raised and used all 

when needed. We all are given the very family is for a reason. We complement each 

other, the way everything else in the nature, in the society, throughout globe, 

complement each other. Till we become whole by ourselves, we will always be 

needing this complementary assistance. Whether we accept or deny. The more we 

will accept, the well we will be able to receive and give. The more harmony we will 

be able to create. The healthier would be the environment for nurturing and growth 

will prevail. 

It is mainly the matter of Accepting it. And living accordingly. Here is where our 

purification takes place. 
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We are seeking growth and for that we must first allow growth. We must first make 

space and environment for growth, which begins with the family. With this well 

accepted consciousness I feel every family will progress to growth in loving, healthy 

and harmonious environment and will spread the same around. 

May the loving, complementing, healthy and harmonious consciousness be raised 

and prevailed in all of our families. Amen. Astu. 

 

Acquaintances’ Consciousness 

Remember together we can make it whole. We are all unique and we can 

supplement each other. Same goes with your acquaintances as well. Most of us face 

same or the other issues at our organisational culture, whatever position we may be 

working at. This mainly prevails because we put ourselves first. In the organisation, 

the purpose is different. It is to giving shape to a product or a service and spread it 

all across. Doing so we benefit us all and we also benefit our customers. 

Henceforth the consciousness of our product/service should be our center goal and 

prime focus. Secondly, the consciousness of Team and Co-Creator-ship should be 

raised at every level. Contribution of every member should be accounted equally. 

Even the slightest of hole in the circle can spread out the energy of circle all around. 

Thus every single effort need to be equally weighed and accounted for. My work and 

efforts are adding value to my product/service and by doing so I am contributing not 

just to the market but to the lives of many people who are the end users. 

When this kind of consciousness is created and maintained throughout think of the 

environment that gets created and also think of the consciousness and quality of 

even the tiniest product/service is raised to what level… Because every building 

hand is guided by heart and the mission is Giving the Best rather than Getting the 

Best. Eventually Getting the Best will always follow but the focus is on Giving the 

Best. 

And when the focus is on Giving the Best, each acquaintance comes across the skills 

and fallacies of every other one and his consciousness is raised in using the best of 

all and complementing the lagging of the other. Whatever position they may be 

working at, the jobs automatically shifts, people get to work where their skills and 

hearts are. The focus is their organisation the focus is their product/service. And the 

product/service with this raised consciousness reaches hands of many other and 

touches lives of many more. 

Can you imagine what energy and consciousness passes all around. Gradually what 

impact this can have in each of ours‟ lives. Can you experience it while reading this? 
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Rising consciousness of Mankind 

By gradually raising our consciousness from I to We to Us, we enhance. Self to two 

to family to organization and society to country to entire Globe. The more we 

enhance the greater the issues we touch and deeper and profound we go. 

So far now we were only enforcing the relationship on one to one base then a family, 

a group, an organisation, a society by raising our consciousness. The clutters and 

dispositions were spreading and varying. We became aware of all of them by diving 

deep into  them, by closely connecting and owning them as ours. It‟s time now to 

enhance further and Own the entire Globe. 

What if we owned this Globe and we were keen to transform it to a better living 

place, a healthier, peaceful, nurturing, ever growing place for entire mankind and all 

living beings as well… 

We need to shift our consciousness to the ownership for betterment and being 

empowered to authentically bring change to it. Being truly authentic, pure in 

intentions, genuinely powerful and serene, profoundly compassionate Humans can. 

One must thrive to be that. They must pulsate and deeply feel the need, they must 

rise awake and not wait until it is done. The change they wish to see, they must do 

all they can and their constant urge, deeper seeking, preparedness to be transformed 

and raised one, and most importantly working towards it loving and 

compassionately, they reflect. On people around and to the universe. Then they will 

find all support and resources swiftly and effortlessly that can make it happen. 

But first, they must pulsate in every single cell of theirs, they must live it within, 

they must profoundly visualise and trust. And remember every single cell within us 

is the cell of every human being, every living being outside. What is in is out and 

what is out is in. When one can fully and deeply experience it and a stream of love 

and compassion, mixed with pure intentions, desperate dedication, unchanged focus 

and vision, one can transform. Every little act with these essential base can bring 

unbelievable and miraculous change. 

People with raised consciousness of global citizen never ever think, what difference 

just one person can make. They rise beyond mind and intellect, they rise above 

emotions, they just merge with the universal flow and act. The rest then becomes a 

legendary tale. Universe refuels at every level, they must only show the courage and 

desperation of transforming this place where we live as to that they belong to them, 

that they are responsible for what it is and that they can transform it the way they 

wish to see it. 

In my blogs, i do not focus much on problems and issues that are related because my 

intention is not to deviate to the issues rather the „possibilities‟ and invoking that 

awareness and power and serenity within you to „make it happen‟. My intention is 
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knocking and awakening that essence within you which is the root source of all that 

can happen. 

Gradually I also intend to show the ways and tools and processes that can refill in 

all of us, where we are lacking or what we need to change within us or eliminate 

those toxins which are keeping us away from our authenticity. 

For now, it is for those, who have enhanced and are prepared to own the 

responsibility,   those who can pulsate it within every single cell of us, and ready to 

do all that is required. 

Are you the one who can??? 

 

Consciousness of living forms around 

From In to out and out to within is the whole cycle. We now enter into the 

consciousness realm of living forms around us on this  earth. We are now moving 

OUT. Out of Human form and merge with all the living beings around. 

This is becoming vast now as we would be entering into consciousness of thousands 

of living forms at once and hence I would like to present this in more than one blog. 

This will be in alignment of living forms existing on this earth. They have individual 

consciousness as well collective consciousness, as we Human do have. Every single 

specie of Animals, Birds, other creatures, Plants, Minerals and Crystals, Ocean and 

other water bodies, Air, Earth, Fire and Space. We all co-exist on this Earth. All of 

us have our own consciousness and we affect each other to the very great extent. To 

the extent that we cannot even measure it.  It does. The life cycle is inter dependent 

in Nature. And to remind again, we receive what we give to all these living forms 

existing in the Nature. 

The best part is that we can make good use of them in raising our consciousness, 

invoking our essence, in exfoliating our potentiality and leading towards our own 

wholeness. And while attaining this, as we affect all other living forms, we shed 

light and energy of our refined consciousness to all of them. Far beyond all living 

beings existing in the universe and the same energy will come back to us. 

This is one way of In to Out and Within. The second way is that there are 84 lac 

species in this universe and we have evolved by living all of them. We carry imprints 

of each of them within. It‟s just that in journey of life we have left them behind and 

have lost connection with them. We can restore it. In one life, we can relive it. We 

can connect with them, we invoke them within and we attain our wholeness again. 

Why to connect with them and invoke them? Why to raise our consciousness? It is 

because, we are Humans and henceforth we lack, we strive and crave, we find us 

unfulfilled. All these lacking in form of energy, wisdom, power, essence and 
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authenticity, we can fill them Naturally within us when we know what to take from 

whom. For this we would need to know a little of them all. I also know very little of 

it and yet I am venturing into it because I know I am the seeker. of Essence of all, 

Truths of Life and Processes that can invoke and Be the Whole once again, which is 

the highest and Supreme form of all of us. Human is „Hu‟ in Man, where „HU‟ is God 

and Man is we all. GOD within MAN is HUMAN. And when anyone seeks from very 

core, whatever position he may is can KNOW it all and find the ways to INVOKE. 

Like is it happening with me. You need no certification, no backings, you just need 

the TRUST, SEEK and FLOW. 

So in one part we will be invoking a bit about all living forms here around of us 

existing on this Earth. And then we will take ride to Natural Elements which are 

away from our Earth and yet they have profound impact on us and by knowing and 

connecting with their consciousness, we can arise ours. And our knowing and 

awakening will eventually be spreaded as Light and Energy in invoking others. 

We can enhance and impact as far and as much around as we wish to. This is 

spherical way from IN to OUT and WITHIN. 

This is our journey and we may help each other even by sharing our own knowing 

and experiences. Experiencing is the highest form as it is convergence of knowing 

into the implementation and knowing once again as a whole. I would like if you can 

give your inputs, suggestions, share your knowing and experiences. Consciousness is 

nothing more than knowing that state. Raising consciousness is reaching to essence 

and as higher a state. It‟s that simple. Let‟s together create a „SACRED SPACE FOR 

EVOLUTION here exactly where we are. 

 

Consciousness of living forms : part 1 

All living forms can be broadly divided into two categories. 

Living forms having THINKING mind (Conscious mind) and INSTINCTIVE mind 

(Sub Conscious mind) 

2. Living forms having only INSTINCTIVE (Sub conscious mind) 

We Humans, and few species of Animals and Creatures fall into first category. Rest 

of the creatures, all types of Crystals and Minerals (Earthen forms), all types of 

plants, Air particles, Fire particles, all water bodies fall into second category. 

Living beings Only with Instinctive mind can only REACT to the demand of 

situation. They carry imprints and experiences of all their past lives and past living 

forms. On that basis their Instinctive or Sub conscious mind is cultivated. Any 

situation arise and they react on the basis of their instincts that is experiences of 

their past memory storage. They do not know beneficial or non beneficial, they do 
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not know to be done or not be done, they do not know is there a better way? They can 

only react to meet the situation demand that has arise. Like if they sense fear, they 

only find the way to escape. They have no mind to think whether the fear is true or 

not, what way to escape modality to choose for most safety, they can not even know 

that they can attack and survive. They just find the way to escape and that‟s it. 

Living beings having both minds, THINKING mind and INSTINCTIVE mind 

(Conscious and Sub conscious mind) have the capacities to categories, choose, 

forward thinking, backward thinking, generating ideas and pushing 

implementation, bring past imprints into present context and reformat, to release 

and liberate, to bring reactions into thinking process and analyse and then ACT. 

Another major advantage of having both minds is they can attract. They can relate 

with their desires and aspirations and attract the energy like wise. With the mind 

capacity they can actualize and manifest anything they have wished for. That is the 

reason few animal species and Humans are more evolved and even to be more 

precise, Humans are highest living form on universe ever, as along with both minds 

they are given all tools to manifest and exfoliate highest potential and to attain the 

Supreme form. None other than Human beings can ever attain this. 

Now coming to our topic „consciousness of all living forms‟, all species in Universe 

have their set of properties and consciousness. They have their own Essence. As 

Humans, we can know them, connect with them and attract them within us (we only 

crave to attract when deep within we feel the lack of it or we find the need to invoke 

it within us). And in a way, invoke their essence and lead to potential living. We 

must only know ourselves from very deep of ourselves, we must seek and trust. This 

is what life of Humans are meant for. Reaching to effortless and potent living is our 

highest purpose in our lives. And when one truly aspires, the entire universe 

conspires to bestow the same on us. We must seek and trust and simply follow. 

With my little knowing, I intend to present before you, consciousness of some of the 

living forms around. To relate and connect with them would be very much 

personalised. But one thing is for sure that 

“I opened the window to let one Idea in and 

Infinite doors of light opened before me.” 

May it happen for all. Amen. Astu. 

 

Consciousness of Living Forms : Part 2 

Have we ever wondered why some species of animals or birds or other creatures 

attract us? We want to have them with us or we want to spend time with them, go 
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behind them, observe them, even sometimes behave like them. Whatever age we 

have reached to. 

Like Humans, All other living forms have their own set of properties and 

consciousness and the same set of properties and consciousness, we Humans have 

within us as we have already lived each of them in our past and past and past lives. 

Every single living form existing on this universe, we Humans have lived before, till 

reaching here in this life. 

The question is what to do with it now? We have evolved and reached till here so 

why? The reason is that we have never ever lived fully or wholly, neither now nor 

ever before and hence to liberate ourselves we need to liberate them from within us. 

They still exist within some by changing forms. The changed forms are now 

converted as „Lacking or Need‟. What we Lack or find as Need is unlived part of 

some or the other living form, we have ever had. 

And we can fulfill it Now, by connecting with their consciousness and experience 

within us once again. Today, I will be talking about Animals and Birds and 

Creatures in this episode. Have we ever wondered why so many times we relate 

things and situation straight with Animals. For example he needs to run like a 

horse. Or stallions are symbol of Success. You must have seen photo frame of 7 

running horses in many offices. Why? The office is looking for might of 7 healthy 

horses running to their wildest. That is success and that is „the might‟ which is at 

need. By having this frame we intend to attract that energy at our office, in our 

workforce. 

Another example, when it comes to celebration, we may find us relating with 

peacock, A colourful,  graceful, fuller expression of celebration through the dance. 

Inviting rain, inviting happiness. Singing, fully opening their multi coloured 

feathers in style, and singing his songs at his sweetest, running all around, changing 

the energy of that entire place and raising energy of celebration, of arrival of 

happiness. 

There can be N number of examples, and I am sure you must have started relating 

by now. The thing is how to know, whom to connect with and how? 

There are several ways of doing so. You can imitate them, (in yoga also many such 

imitations are given a yoga form, Mayurasan, Swanasan, Manjarasan and so many 

more). Our ancestors knew this and also they knew the art of doing it. Which we 

have forgotten. We sometimes still follow them, but we have forgotten why should 

we and how should we? Have you ever realised that while watching some 

documentaries or watching some movements of live animals or while reading about 

them in stories, we deeply relate them. This is also one form of meditation and by 

being connected in that deep state of being, we invite and attract the energies and 

consciousness of those animals, birds, creatures. Butterflies are the most excellent 
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example of this. And we are all seeking the Freedom. Which can be denoted by the 

consciousness of a butterfly. 

With conscious knowing and efforts, we can make this connection as whole. And 

thus enhance our experience to the fullest. Say you are connecting with frog in your 

yogic kriya (frog is evolution of ocean creatures into creatures of land, so here you 

also connect with your amphibian experience, add to your experience the good of it 

or use it to liberate the left out experience as an amphibian). While connecting some 

yogic kriya as a frog, you also make sound like frogs, you also visualise and 

experience the ocean and land consciousness, the atmosphere as both, thus by 

extending your physical activity to wholesome activity, you actually experience the 

life of frog, the consciousness of frog and do whatever is needed as a while. 

Likewise we can connect with them in any of our creative form as well, like a dance 

or portrayal of a peacock or a butterfly or write a poem about them. There are 

several forms and opportunities standing before us. And we can weave them in our 

daily routine life as well. 

What is required is that this awareness needs to be raised, this connection needs to 

be created and then it should be performed. And as deeply, as profoundly, as vividly 

you execute, you open so many channels of yours. We need not experience each and 

every living form, just by knowing the need and fully invoking it, we open several 

doors alike. We experience several forms alike. May be the entire level of 

consciousness, just by one full act, creatively, wholly. 

Are you experiencing it now? 

 

Collective Consciousness of Natural Elements around 

Collective consciousness is profound. We find them as natural elements all around. 

Natural elements like soil or earth, water and water bodies, fire and fire forms, air 

particles, and all types of plants. They are all immensely profound. Not just because 

they are collective but also because they are pure and undiluted. (Although we 

Humans have polluted them unimaginably, I am talking in terms of their own 

presence and property.) All these elements have only INSTINCTIVE mind (no 

THINKING mind) and they have only one sense. Sense of TOUCH. So they react 

only to the touch. They are therefore not in a capacity to manipulate themselves or 

anyone who comes in connection with them. This is a huge advantage for we 

Humans. They live as essential beings and henceforth we find it easy to relate with 

their energy and consciousness and make a use of it. For our Healing for our 

Growth. 

This is the reason we feel so tranquil and pure within when we are in close 

connection at any of Natural surrounding. It not only fills us with freshness, it also 
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absorbs our toxicities. We must make use of it more frequently. More deeply and 

consciously connecting with it. 

The essence of soil or earth is solidarity, strength, security, compassion and 

grounding. essence of water and water bodies is free flow, tranquility, vastness and 

depth. essence of fire and fire forms is spark, transformation, purification and 

enthusiasm. essence of air is life, vital force, mobility and accommodation. You may 

add up as with your instincts as well. 

Essence of tree or plant is essence of entire life form in itself. Even if you closely 

connect with tree, you can connect with entire process of growth of life. From seed 

plantation to seed taking combine energy of sun, soil, water and air, processing it as 

food for its own nurturing and sprouting as roots, grounding roots for solidarity, 

strength and source of food and water as life, nurturing, sprouting, struggling to 

break hard soil and enhancing in form of a very tiny and tender leaf. Then soft trunk 

developing into a strong support and carrier of life supplement to each body part of 

the tree. Branching of trunk, more and more of leaves, fruits and flowers as an 

outcome of the huge growth process of a plant. The most ideal natural form to 

connect and get energy from. 

I suggest you one process here. I have used it many a times for me and for many 

people. Go to the wood on some fine day. Find the tree you feel like connecting with. 

Observe the tree well and connect with it in your mental realm. When a moment 

comes give a deep profound hug to the tree. Remain connected in hug with closed 

eyes. Absorb entire tree within you. Listen what it tells you. Be aware of changes 

you find within you. What that tree told you? How do you see a tree as? This is your 

meaning of life. 

Share your experience here in comment, if you have already done this, and if not, do 

so and then share. It is more than a worth. Take my word. 

You can also get in connection with consciousness of natural elements in different 

creative formats as well. A poetry, or writing, a painting, a song or a dance 

performance or sculpturing… whichever way you may feel like. Do express. You will 

find no better transcending or meditative experience while expressing being in 

connection with them. They will for sure enrich your life, they will for sure absorb 

your toxicity and they will for sure fill you with their essence. 

 All experience with natural elements are sacred, transcending, nurturing, enriching 

and leading us to our own essence. They refill what we lack. They strengthen what 

we already have. They heal us and they give us space and fuel to grow. 

What more can others do for us, unconditionally, profoundly, gently and lovingly… 
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Consciousness beyond Sphere 

We have been talking about the consciousness of living forms within our sphere and 

to our present context. Today we will break the boundary of sphere and go beyond 

while remaining to our present context only. Beyond sphere we would be knowing 

and invoking the consciousness of Sun, Moon, Sky, Clouds, Stars, Planets (and its 

astrological effects), Rainbow and Rain (both can be related within sphere and 

beyond sphere as well) and moving further we reach to our galaxy and then galaxies 

beyond our galaxy. 

I like to connect and invoke with these Natural Elements more dearly for one reason 

as the profoundness of their effect on us. Not just the significance of effect but 

combined with the significance of the distance, when we see, we can imagine how 

powerful they can be. How evolved their consciousness has to be. The other reason 

for my being fondness is their nature of non-judgmental spreading. They spread 

because they have not affected by who wishes to use them, worship them or who 

wished to shed away from them. Spreading their consciousness just the same 

everywhere. 

They are so profound, that you just even think of them and qualities they posses, 

you immediately starts attracting them within you. The Sun fills you with 

brightness, Light, Shine, Discipline, Warmth and Life for billions. The Sky which 

gives space to accommodate everything within his kingdom. You connect with the 

sky and you immediately enter into the vastness and openness. You immediately 

experience yourself broadening and widening. You move beyond your body and other 

earthly experiences. Planets if you take them in astrological terms, together they 

can create and write the destiny of each of us. How amazing!!! Spinning several 

thousand miles away from us and several thousand miles away from for each other, 

unitedly they form our fate. Their each movements affect day to day life of all of us 

Humans (do they impact the fate of animals or other living forms as well? I 

wonder).  How can this happen? But it happens and we have to accept it some day or 

other, knowingly or unknowingly. 

The Rain, The weather and its changing patterns effecting on lives of every single 

living form. And the Space where all vibrations are reformed, all energy particles 

change its form and direction. And in our thoughts or consciousness when we travel, 

in awe in wonder in childlike ignorance, we realize how ineffective or unworthy or a 

tiny dot we are. And the fact remains is we are more powerful, worthy and effective 

then the collective effectiveness of all of them. And how small we are living??? How 

limited we are thinking, How narrowly we are living and yet we feel we are the 

Great ones. We are the creator of it all…. We are but we are yet to reach there. 

We are yet to exfoliate our potentiality for our own self first and then start 

spreading and enhancing it as much as we can. One thing for sure that all the living 

forms have supreme powers, and having being highest evolved, we Humans have all 
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the tools to invoke these power within and then radiate it throughout the universe. 

It is the process from in to out, which can take lives and lives or just one life or few 

years, depends on how deeply and cravingly we are seeking it and how prepared we 

are to break all jinx and follow the ways to attain it. 

Sit quietly at some lonely natural place. Close your eyes. Bring your full awareness 

to your connection with these Natural Elements. Observe what are you feeling about 

them. Where is it leading you. From one element to the other. Within sphere beyond 

sphere beyond this galaxy to the other galaxies the entire universe and may be 

universe beyond the universe. Observe where your awareness and your connection is 

leading you to. how do you feel with each of them….  What are you experiencing? 

 

Consciousness of Sacred 

Sacred Visits, Sacred places, Sacred Geometry, Sacred Symbols, Sacred Rituals, Sacred 

Equations, Sacred Scriptures… they all behold cosmic consciousness within them. They 

concentrate the consciousness of the entire cosmos within them and bestow on 

whomsoever come in sacred contact with them. 

They are meant to reveal secrets of self and entire universe to the ones reaching for 

them. Knowingly or unknowingly, consciously or unconsciously. But they do. When 

knowingly or consciously, the reward is unbound. One can know all secrets of all times 

all places all matters everything even in a second. Condition is Man should have 

reached to the level wherein he can truly absorb it. The one who has been that 

„deserving‟. Even otherwise, to the extent of one‟s state, the sacred reveal it all. 

Sacredness transforms as well. It purifies the toxicity in whatever form it may be. How 

much ever deep or age old or stubborn it may be. It works like gentle fire which absorbs 

it all and purifies. To the degree of openness, purity of intentions and the state of the 

living being. Here I marked living being because it works on all living forms and not just 

human beings. It‟s Humans who can take maximum benefit of it as we are highest 

evolved living forms and having all the tools handy to let it happen for them and others 

as well. 

When I get connected with sacredness, in whichever form, even while in my thoughts or 

while writing about it. I am deeply awe struck!!! What state those evolved beings would 

have reached to create and establish sacredness in some form for us. A Mantra, A 

Ritual, A Geometry, A Symbol, A Shape, A Place, An Equation, A Scripture… How open 

he would have been to KNOW it all and to have the INTENTIONS and SKILLS to bring 

to some kind of immensely powerful FORM, which would work the same for generations 

to generations no matter what. 

How? 
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All my senses stops working, I am breathless and short of heart beats when I dwell into 

it. My entire existence loses its form when I am in awe about creative and immensely 

powerful tool of sacred forms. 

This is about Human created Sacred Forms. Sacred forms are also created by Nature as 

well. All collective forms of natural elements are sacred. A mountain with valley and 

other forms. A waterfall with flowing river and other natural forms, ocean along with 

other natural elements. Few natural geographical conditions along other natural 

elements also behold sacredness within them. For us to know them, experience them 

and to get transformed is not the less sacred. 

Other way round, while at our practical and routine indulgences, when we connect with 

our purity and creativeness, our reflection becomes Sacred. All of our creative expression 

coming out of our pure essence and our creative nature (which we all possess) is a 

SACRED FORM in itself. It transcends us, it transforms us, it reveals to us and shifts 

us to yet another higher state. At the same tome it also impacts other lives who come in 

contact with it for sure, to the degree of state of level of those people. But it does. 

Hence forth consciousness of Sacredness is a gift given to all of us. It is a way to our 

growth. Our potentiality, our effortlessness and our wholeness. May we all reach to it, 

recognise it and use it well for our highest benefit and of others as well. Amen. Astu. 

 

Consciousness of all 

The path of consciousness is IN TO OUT AND WITHIN. In last few days our journey 

has been In to Out. We have broken the boundaries of sphere and have entered cosmos. 

We have touched the collective consciousness of all. Today we will hold on there for a 

while before we begin again from Out to Within. 

Now we know how we are all Connected and we are One. Let‟s experience that 

Connection and Oneness for a while. Here I wish to share my experience while at 

connection and Oneness with All. When I began to merge into oneness, I came to know, 

how our ancestors, who were profoundly evolved (even profoundly is a very small 

adjective for them) , they would have known this consciousness and connection with All. 

They would have experiences that Oneness and they would have known secrets of all 

times, all lives, all places, all elements at once. Their flood of compassion and love would 

have been outbound and out of that flood they would have CREATED some Sacred 

Forms, In just minimal expressions of sound, of chanting, of shapes and symbols, of 

rituals, of scriptures and many other forms, that can enable us to invoke and evolve 

consciousness of us all. 

I have also known the profound effect of their state, the intense intentions, purity of self 

combing with the profoundness of the form they must have used to CREATE the Sacred 

Form which would work from generations to generations from era to era. I can now feel 

the amount of consciousness state they would have reached and attained. And the form 

they must have chosen. 
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I always used to wonder how come work of few could impact for thousands of years. I 

would be awestruck with the impression of Geeta, the Mantras. I would wonder how 

come people can seek their answers from them, how could they Resolve it All using those 

chanting. Today I know. And anyone would who must have reached to the conscious 

connection and oneness with all. 

I bow down to them all. 

And Today I once again wish that we all can break our boundaries and enhance to cover 

entire cosmos and all its elements. We embrace them as One. as Self. as they are Us. We 

connect with them and seek their properties and consciousness in Being Whole. 

Today I have no more words to express. I am wordless and formless. May you be too. 

Astu. Amen. 

 

Consciousness of past lives 

We are immortal soul in mortal bodies. We have perished from one living form to 

another and have been at once breath in all 84 lac living specie on this cosmos. The 

bodies get birth, they grow and they die but the experiences, properties, karmas remain 

as imprints on the Soul. 

Our Soul as on today carries all such imprints with it and our this life is crafted and 

weaved with the threads of all these imprints. This is what our subconscious mind is 

made up of. This is the source of all our instinctive reactions. 

We can at any time relate with any of this form and work upon it. Although to reach this 

state is possible for very highly evolved and potent beings. 

For us, the all rest seekers, to know this and accept this is the key to our liberation and 

the key to exfoliation of our highest potentiality. For the seekers who seek to know and 

overcome their fallacies and stumble points and limiting patterns, the best way is to be 

consciously follow their instinctive behaviours, reactions and natural thought patterns. 

When fully conscious and deeply seeking, we can reach out to our subconscious mind 

and open our channel to the past lives experiences. We can also relate to our patterns 

with the living forms we have known around. Here we can know, what could have been 

ours and release. 

All these efforts to know and release may be very shocking and pain striking for us but 

they are worth meeting and be released, as our growth is at stake here. They are the 

stumble blocks for growth at every facet of our life. Once we own this pain and process 

us, we become freer and freer. We not only free ourselves, we free many other souls who 

has been in conjunction with our web life from time to time. Our release is release for 

many more to some extent as well. 
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Gratitude and forgiveness is a very gentle process to do so, without touching the paining 

chords. 

But those who seeks higher, quicker and deeper results, must pass through the process 

within of knowing and releasing. This is very subtle, silent and intrinsic process and 

have immensely profound results. 

“I intend to exfoliate my highest potential, live it in this life and for this I intend to know 

and release all my blockages.” I Pray this to supreme intelligence  in my solitude. “Guide 

me to Truth, guide me to Light, guide me to Purity. Guide me to my Essence.” I further 

Pray. “Make me wise enough to know and accept. Make be courageous enough to win 

over it. Make me strong enough to stick to my Essence and Virtues. Give me enough 

strength to break it all here and now.” My Prayer goes on. “Guide me my inner self. 

Guide me Supreme. Let is all happen in my full awareness.” 

I Trust. I Surrender. And I Flow. 

I cleanse and eradicate my blocks and strengthen my web of life. 

I thereby foster others as well. 

„In the process my bonding with all living forms strengthens, my love and compassion 

for all grows. I enhance. The Truth, Light and Purity within me illuminates. My 

Essence, my Existence, my Universal presence all intensifies. „ 

I pray to Arise from hereon. Forever. 

 

Consciousness of childhood experiences 

Now we are turning inwards again. To highest we efforted to touch the consciousness of 

cosmos and all at once. Also we tried to invoke consciousness of all our past lives. Now 

we are revisiting our own consciousness from larger arena to the minutest ones. 

Our today is very largely based and affected by our childhood experiences and pattern 

cultivation. They are major store of emotional, mental and intellectual realm of our 

today and our tomorrow. For the seekers of highest potentiality and growth, becoming 

aware, acknowledging and accepting our childhood experiences and patterns is first and 

foremost requisite. Many blocked channels can be altered here. Many limits can be 

broken here. Many traumas can be released from here. And a Renewed more Potent 

more profound Open and Liberated Self can be Regained just by visiting our childhood 

experiences and patterns and rearranging them. 

I am only talking about blocks is because they need to be taken care of, the positive and 

constructive experiences speak by itself only and they get fostered by themselves only. 

Need only arise when we feel short, restricted, small and incapable. 

Due to lack of true wisdom of raising, preconditioned and under nourished minds, over 

cautious or under conscious nature, lack of control over self and over conditions and 
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circumstances, difference of opinions and lack of understanding and true love, over 

indulgence, genetic pass on.. the list is long.. they all cause poor upbringing of children. 

Also it provides stale environment to foster enough security, bonding, values and 

essence, self esteem, and zest to lead life and meet all conditions eye to eye. 

The child needs to be raised to remain connected with self, be open enough to lead life as 

guided by inner self and be wise and courageous enough to take what ever may come. 

Then from very tender age they get the chances to exfoliate their own potentiality. Many 

a times even this is done correctly, but then the trap of misleading begins from here and 

child becomes victim of poor leadership. In all of these and much more, unfortunately, 

child loses his essential self and grows in the mists of confusions and chaos. He loses his 

own identity and tries to survive with imposed identity and suffers for his entire life. 

Either at late age he realizes and struggles to break out or surrenders and lives timid 

whole life. In turn they pass on same to their next generation as worse. 

We might find us suffering also due to some natural calamities, accidents of life, 

destructive situations or conditions or other outside forces as well. Together they create 

within us, emotional and mental barriers, low self-esteem and secured environment. 

They cause us our own life. The thing is we were children that time and had no control 

or wisdom to overcome or stay away from any of these.  We will be paying for in our 

entire life for the deeds we weren‟t responsible for. But that‟s what life is all about. We 

grow by fighting our own battles. Our own way at our own pace. 

For us for now. One must, revisit the childhood experiences and patterns and repair 

wherever needed. This is tedious, painful, time consuming, and a bit difficult process but 

More Worth than anything in life. Only revisit is not sufficient enough. Acceptance, 

acknowledgement, Forgiveness, Repairing and Reconnecting all of these goes 

simultaneously. This is the highest cleansing process and need to paid for. But more 

worth than anything in life. 

Write it all down in prayer mode and seek for solutions, be tough with self, have some 

goal in front for motivation. Keep on with the process as long as needed whilst follow the 

guidance you get for finished results. You may also take expert help. I would suggest 

help of your beloved more than anything else. Some elderly darling of yours or a wiser 

friend can also be an angel for you. There are several other ways and practices as well. 

One must seek to find them from within and follow. Religiously. Rigorously. 

The more you will pass through this process and cleanse yourself, you will find yourself 

more at ease, lively, energetic and zestful. Your heart will grow and love and compassion 

will enhance. Your self-esteem and control over conditions and situations will grow. You 

will find life worth living and you will start looking for ways to exfoliate your potential. 

Life will change. For better. For sure. 

The New You Will Await You On The Other End. Like the Light at the end of the 

Tunnel. Go for it. 
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Consciousness of one’s emotionality 

What is your emotional quotient? Is your emotional nature supporting you in moving 

forward in life or is it suppressing you? Are you living open cheerful and vibrant life or 

you are living low worthless and deprived life? 

Well. The root source of it all is in your emotionality. The kind of sensation and reaction 

you reflect in any given situation. Your emotions are source of your Inner Energy. E 

(Energy) in Motion. Your entire energy level – high low, up down, depressed super 

charged… depends on kind of energy you are allowing to flow within you. I said allowing 

because our emotions, our reactions and sensations are entirely at our own discretion. 

We can know and can change the moment we decide to or intend to if so required. 

Our mind may act unknowingly fewer times because of our deep seated sub conscious 

conditions but our emotions are ever known and freely flowing and very easy to be 

aware of. What energy is it flowing within? Lively Vibrant Encouraging Igniting 

Friendly or Dull Discouraging Unfriendly? Our emotional reactions are leading us to 

Where? 

Mind Body and Emotions correlate and impact on one impacts on all others plus the 

mode of our life as a whole. We are well aware of emotions that leads us to our own 

destruction but most of the time we find it very difficult to overcome or get rid of them. 

How to deal with stale anti energetic emotions? 

We have source reasons for our emotional explosions. We may be aware of them, we may 

not be, but there are incidences, experiences, holdings which are root source of our 

emotional explosions. With full awareness, with focused energy, we must inquire within 

where are the roots of our emotional reactions. And we will find them born of some kind 

of need or insufficiency merged into our being. Our stale emotional reactions are 

outcome of our run away tendency. We need to meet those incidences, experiences or 

holdings eye to eye and give it a way. Release it or foster it with self-sufficiency and self-

capability wisdom and authority. We must release those needs and holdings which are 

ruining our life, destructing our own growth and getting only negativity out of them. 

There are several ways to release your needs and holdings and fostering reassurance 

within you. Writing a journal, weeping, releasing at a trusted friend, praying, releasing 

at natural place. All these are very trusted methods and one needs to keep on using 

them till they can from very root get rid of them. 

We can have all potentiality, capabilities, intelligence, might everything that one needs 

to grow immensely but only if your temperament or emotionality is not nurtured well or 

taken care of from very root, rest all makes hardly any sense. Because Emotions are 

your Energy in Motion. And Energy is the very source of all manifestations. So know 

and decide. 
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Consciousness of Mind Power 

Mind is not just brain. Mind is our abilities and capabilities. The ability to create, 

dream, analyze, format, convert, plan, perceive, visualise … The capability to focus, 

store, memorize, hold, let go,  change. Mind is the center to attract and release. Mind is 

everywhere in the body. Every single cell of body, all the organs and system within the 

body has individual mind as well as there is one center mind. Which is the whole 

governing mind. 

We have two minds, conscious or active mind or present mind or thinking mind and 

subconscious mind or dormant mind or storage or instinctive mind. 

Mind is the capacitor, mind is the limiter. 

Mind can be a master, mind can be surrendered servant. All though a servant, a mind 

can make his master his dependent and thus mind is a key role master. And being the 

energy center mind rules form all our bodily movements to every aspect of our whole 

life. 

How is your mind serving for you??? 

Is it limiting you and blocking vibrant energies or is it open and capable to break all 

boundaries and let you flow freely??? 

Are you receptive and open enough or you resist and hinder??? 

Are you aware of your mind‟s capacity and it‟s highest potent capabilities and 

abilities??? Where are you standing?? 

And yet we are to disclose the main function of mind… 

Which is to acquire information or message which is formless in nature and to convert it 

into expression through language, sound, idea, different mechanisms available to 

Human Being. Mind‟s this function or capability has put HUMAN to the highest and 

most potent living form in the entire cosmos. 

Nature/God/Supreme intelligence speaks and conveys its secrets, its plans, it‟s 

information and messages through MIND. Few of animal species and Humans only can 

perceive it. And amongst them Only Humans can decode them, analyze them and 

converts them into creative expressions. Only through Mind can everything be 

Actualized or Manifested. It is the highest power given to any Living Form. 

Although Sun shines brighter and do immense work, flowers blossoms to fullest, trees 

and forest are symbol of life themselves… despite of that they can lead potent only to 

their own extent, only Human can surpass them all even collectively, Human has more 

powers and abilities and capabilities and serenity to CREATE and MANIFEST it all. 

Only Human has because Humans have MIND POWER. 

Humans also have psychic powers which are beyond mind powers yet they too are fueled 

by mind power. 
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To summarise, so far now, in these entire evolution process only Humans can be 

instrument of Nature in constructing and destructing and reconstructing it all. Thanks 

to the mind power that has been given to us. Although being instrument is a choice. 

Only for the seekers. Seekers of potent and unbound living. Seeker of knowing it all. 

Seeker of manifesting it all. For the self for the entire cosmos. 

Find the limiters of mind that is fear, ego, illusions, selfishness, rigidity, small 

beliefs…find them all within and diminish them forever. Be brave. Fortune favours 

braves. Nature supports braves. Trust. And Break free. In no time you will find yourself 

altogether at some higher level. Somewhere hanging and journeying in the cosmos itself. 

What say? 

 

Consciousness of physicality 

My physicality is a sum total of my body and each of my bodily functions, my 

psychology, my emotionality and my spirit. My outer appearance is a reflection of 

my entire IN. 

Have we ever wonder, why we look like the way we look like? Why our organs are 

shaped in certain way? The colour which my skin, my eyes wear, why they are made 

up by that colour only? Have we ever tried to read our personality from our 

physicality??? With little practice and knowing one can gauge one‟s whole self just 

by reading one‟s physicality. You might have heard few evolved people who just by 

glance could predict one‟s illnesses, thought process, emotionality and even the kind 

of life one must be living. Just by the glance of one‟s physicality. 

This is true. One can. Our physicality is the mirror of our entire life and all of the 

facets. 

The way we walk, the way our lips shape when we talk, the way our eye speaks for 

us, the way we make movements, with our one appearance can speak all about us. 

Isn‟t this interesting? and worth trying to know as well. Standing in front of mirror, 

just being an observer, can we begin with our own self? Difficult, interesting as well? 

Yes and worth as well. Because the needed change can be as much OUT to IN as 

much as IN to OUT. By changing our posture, our movements, (well certainly not 

our eye colour or nose shape) but surely by changing our appearance we can change 

our whole self. We all have experienced, dressing up well, scenting the body, walking 

confidently, change our mood within as well. Our thoughts changes, our emotions 

changes, our spirit can be lifted. It‟s vice versa. Rather changes on physicality is a 

little more easier way to elevate our entire life. We can also heal ourselves to a good 

extent, just by focusing on our physicality, knowing it well and reshaping it. 
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Apparently, we are more cautious and conscious about our physical appearance. We 

must take advantage of that and use it fruitfully so that we can elevate our entire 

life, we can elevate our whole self using it as a medium. 

It doesn‟t get over here. Just with our own life. Our physicality impacts on our social 

relationships, our environment, even our situations and other conditions. Our 

physicality is a link between our inner self our Essence or Being AND our outer 

world, our Existence. Our physicality is the medium for our impact on our life and 

our extended life. Gradually we become more aware of our needs and aspirations. 

Our Soul‟s cry and demands. This one medium like any other medium can lead us to 

our highest search and potentiality. And we can also extend our experiences and 

lessons in people around us as well. We can bring change from hereon. We can 

enrich us all with just one ladder. 

Well we are already enriching ourselves, aren‟t we? 

 

Consciousness of body mechanism 

Human body mechanism is Nature‟s physical mechanism. 

Who is so thoughtful? Who is so precise? Who is so perfect? Who is this creator with 

the highest precision and the best thoughtful skills? 

We just use our body to work for us, to make things practically possible for us. To 

enable us to achieve things. Have we ever wondered what exactly our body is? How 

it works? How it operates? It resembles to what?…  What is it truly meant for??? 

How is blood flowing smoothly? How is food getting digested? How does it survive 

despite whatever we do with it? Whatever we nourish with it? What is it composed 

of? How has it evolved from? What is it‟s highest potential? 

How much and in which manner are we making use of the best instrument given to 

us? 

Why our body is called as Temple? A sacred form… 

Let‟s talk of our present reality. Are we aware that our body has it‟s own language to 

convey it‟s needs and aspirations? Our desire for rest, desire for sleep, desire for food 

with certain taste and certain ingredients, these are all our physical needs conveyed 

in form of desires. Our duty is Not to blindly Follow it, but to go to the roots of while 

these desires have arise, what it indicates, what scarcity or over feeding we have 

provided, what kind of under or over nourishment our body is getting? Reaching to 

those causes, we must modify and Regain. 

Absolute Health is what we are meant for. Absolute Health is Effortless activation of 

body as per the needs of the situation, Absolute Health is Spontaneity. Absolute 
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Health is indication of proper nourishment of our body, mind, emotions and our 

spirit all together. 

Nature has already bestowed us with unimaginably powerful mechanism working 

tirelessly for us, even while we are sleeping or when we are at rest or ease. Nature 

has provided us miniature form of Nature‟s own powerful mechanism which we see 

working smoothly and effortlessly, even when no other beings supports or interferes. 

Nature‟s body mechanism works through it‟s elements power. The balance in 

natural elements make it‟s mechanism work effortlessly, so does in our own body 

mechanism. And any imbalance caused by us or outside factor, results into disease 

conditions. With healing support and our own efforts and willingness, we can restore 

it all. We can and must regain what is called „Absolute Health‟. This is our first and 

prime most necessity in leading towards potent and whole living. 

If we can enter into our body within, in wonder, to know its secrets. We can reach to 

the highest secrets, nature hold with itself. It is all open for us and yet it is a secret 

as Nature wants us to journey to reach till them. 

Human being‟s highest achievement is to become capable enough, become deserving 

enough to decode Nature‟s secrets, messages, information and convert it into 

Human‟s creative expression through his work and living. 

This is what Spirituality is all about. To reach to the level of decoding it all. This is 

what Science is all about. To give it a logical expression. It is all about Being 

Human. To give it a form with which one can live. 

Little attention to our body, our physical mechanism, our physical condition and how 

has it originated? the source and causes of it all. Matter form of energy and 

information. And Manifestation to it‟s highest is all about „Whole Life Science‟. 

My effort is to reach there and find ways/processes/form for others to reach there. 

May it work for all of us. 

SHUBHAM ASTU. SHIVAM ASTU. 

 

Consciousness of breathing 

Inhale Exhale. Take Oxygen in, throw Carbon Dioxide out. Take energy in, blow 

energy out. What do we do when we breath? We pump life we fuel energy we inject 

vital force, every time we breath in and breath out. We are we till we breath. The 

moment we are short of breath for more than sufficient we are gone. 

Breath is Life. 
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Breath is our stress buster. Breath is our toxin eliminator. Breath is booster to well 

being. Breath is our constant fueling for life. This is what science says. On top of this 

Spirituality says, breath is the door to our inner opening. Conscious breathing 

introduce us to our inner faculties. It helps us in bringing them on surface and even 

the process of removal where necessary. Calm and composed breathing, deep 

conscious breathing can reveal all the secrets of our self and the entire cosmos for 

the seekers. Breath is also symbol for change. Inhaling fresh or new every time and 

exhaling stale or old the same time. Motion, Change, Acceptance, Discard all at one 

time. A powerful lesson of life. This is what breath is all about. 

Through breathing we just do not inhale or exhale air, we actually inhale life and 

also we exhale life. 

Air is power for movement, freshness and intelligence, so does breath. What air does 

for Nature, breath does for us. Air is a messenger. Thus it has also to do with our 

mind. Air goes very well and powers every other element. It engulfs fire, it flows 

water, it nourishes earth, it let‟s the space. The only element that can let other 

element Be It. The only element that nurtures the power of the other element. It 

does the same to our body and mind through our breath. It also balances and 

conjuncts. Have we ever thought of breath as such a powerful euphoria? We perish 

without breath and we can reach the universe through our breath. 

A close connection and friendship with our breath is a doorway to eternity and 

infinity. As conscious connection with breath straight away connects us with our 

mind. Controlled and conscious breathing clears tons of toxins of our body, thinking 

and instinctive mind, our emotional busters. It fuels with vitality and rejuvenation 

and enthusiasm. Hence uplifts all our facets. Our true life begins with right 

inhalation and exhalation. This is the reason, why breath is so important for us as 

Science of Life and as Spirituality of Life. 

Breath in itself is a doorway to Whole Life. So sings all sacred sagas, all sacred 

sages and scriptures and all sacred rituals. 

How much connected and conscious are we with our breath??? 

 

Consciousness of cells 

Few hundred million cells in single Human body. They all have their own individual 

intelligence. Their own growing power, the communication system, respiratory and 

excretion system. They are so tiny that only can be seen under powerful microscope 

and yet they are so immensely powerful that they perform every single function any 

body system or entire body altogether can perform. 
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They co-exist. They are social. Growth of one supports all other around. Decay to one 

affects all of them around. Who guides and manages all of these. They just do not 

have singular intelligence, they also have collective intelligence. Science is yet to 

explore the exact wisdom and power every single cell can have. Our ancestors knew 

them and used them well. We have lost it and are on our way to re-know them and 

make optimum use of them. 

Every single cell stores genetic codes and have their own system of mutation. All 

these genes have multiple openings and every single cell has enough intelligence to 

choose and power that opening. How do we know them? Even if science will reach to 

it‟s secret, will it be viable for common man to apply it in their day to day life? Will 

they be able to choose the genetic opening and invoke intelligence and power of 

every single cell? A little nearer, can a common man nurture the cells? Can they stop 

or overcome decay of cells while participating in their own Healing? 

Yes. Cells have two way communication system, they send signals as well as they 

receive signals. They can be talked to. They can be meditated upon. Whatever we 

can do with our mind, we can do with every single cell. Although it is difficult for us 

common man to exactly know with whom to communicate, we can still grossly select 

them and send them the message we wish to send. We can also listen to their 

reciprocation. 

It doesn‟t only apply to healing, it applies to evoking our potentiality as well. It 

applies to physical stir up as well. Have you ever have experienced yourself walking 

for little longer and your legs no more supporting you. Damn tired, even one more 

step is difficult and unknowingly you talk with your leg, „Sweetheart, just few more 

steps, a bit of more distance and we reach to our destination.‟ We dialogue in our 

own mind and that one single step which was almost impossible to come, manages to 

reach to the destination. What has happened here? Your deadly tired cells of legs 

have listened to your loving command, somehow managed to gather more energy, 

boosted themselves up, shared it all around and have fulfilled your wish. For once, 

you get what you have wished for. 

A magnificent manifestation. Isn‟t it? few hundred trillion cells in one Human Body 

has the much power, difficult for any one of us even to measure it to nearest. We just 

need to trust it and give it our best shot. And for sure they will, in return, give us 

their best shot. Let scientist by that time know what protons are, what neutrons are, 

what nucleus is and what is cellular membrane. Even not knowing much of them we 

can make optimum use of them in invoking our effortlessness and our highest 

potentiality. What say? 
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Consciousness of tangible non-living forms 

In the series if „Whole Life Science‟, we are at the completion of the second part of 

the theory i.e. „Consciousness of all‟, the first part of theory was about „Human and 

consciousness of self‟. We journeyed through consciousness of all living forms, all 

present now and in past. From IN to OUT and WITHIN. As the journey takes place. 

And yet the theory would be incomplete and not fully justified will we touch the non-

living things. They also Do have their consciousness and they affect our life to the 

very great deal. 

I would be defining them as tangible non-living forms and intangible non-living 

forms. 

Today we see for Tangible Non-living Forms. Our property, our physical possessions, 

money to be very specific, physical and material things that exist in our world. They 

all comprise and come under tangible non-living forms as per my definition. 

All material and tangible things we are attached to as „MINE‟ or „NOT MINE‟ affect 

us that way. They boost or depress us. They can give us confidence or make us feel 

low. We can perceive them through our five senses. How much aware are we for the 

way they affect our life? Possessing them or desiring to possess can can stimulate 

our life to a very great extent. In fact they Do. All our life revolves around perishable 

tangible non-living forms and that to at the very heavy cost of non perishable, living 

form and existence. No doubt, satisfying the needs of enjoying these consciousness, 

we can lead towards formlessness. Which is our supreme form. Either we enjoy 

them, or we leave them by choice, fully dwelling with any of these two can let us lead 

to the formlessness, our supreme form. 

For us to lead to our effortlessness, wholeness, highest potentiality, we must learn 

and establish conscious connection with them. Even they give us information and 

messages which are useful for our growth. We experience good or bad about things. 

They tell us whether they are going to be useful for us or not or even miserable. 

They communicate to us through the language of experience to us. When we can 

listen and follow them, they can lead us to our growth. The books, the money, the 

house, the property, the devices, the instruments… they all guide us. It is upto us 

how aware we are, how connected we can be and how much do we follow… They do 

their job even otherwise. Few people believe, there is no thing as non-living thing as 

all non-living things are eventually made up of living things (live or dead) and so for 

they have the same consciousness of their primary live things and this is the reason 

they to have their consciousness and that is how they affect us the same. 

All matter is eventually energy and energy is consciousness. So it doesn‟t matter 

whether matter is living thing or non-living thing. 

Let‟s try and connect with them, let‟s try and know them. What they say about 

themselves, what they say about us. Have you ever experienced visiting a historical 
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monument and getting fully engrossed with it. Have you experienced the history 

that has been lived there several hundred and thousands of years before. The 

structure narrating the tale even today when you were there. Have you ever 

experienced you were the part of that history or that you can see it happening right 

before your eyes even today at that very moment. Have you found yourself getting 

any message out of it??? This is it. The consciousness of tangible non-living things. It 

is same with every single material. It is for us, to what capacity we can evoke our 

consciousness to perceive theirs. 

What is it telling you about yourself and about things that can happen? What is it 

indicating and where is it leading you to? To what extent can you use it? How much 

is it truly affecting your life? 

 

Consciousness of intangible non-living forms 

Consciousness, Imagination, Intention, Motivation, Purpose, Desire, Aspiration, 

Passion, Goal, Spark, Faith, Prayer, Love, Compassion, Joy… 

Are they just words? Do we just know them or experience them? What are they? 

How do they affect our lives? They are non-living intangible forms of energy and 

they have a Huge impact on our lives. So huge that it can completely change the 

stream of our life. 

The lives can be immensely impacted and changed by the non-living intangible 

forms??? Wow. Sometimes we also call them as Miracles. A Midas Touch. An 

Alchemy of Transformation or manifestation. 

I just mentioned few constructive ones but there exist few destructive ones as well. 

Even they shift the stream of our lives. In a reverse road. But they do. 

They are hugely powerful.More than anything else in life. 

How well are we using them? How well are we recognizing them in the first place? 

The constructive ones help us overcome our emotional chaos. They help us in 

establishing and giving meaning to our life. They can shift us to altogether a new 

height from where our true and unbound potential is fully flourished. 

They have the Power of Manifestation for what we Focus on. 

What our life today is the outcome of what we have focused on. Our life tomorrow 

will again be an outcome of what we are focusing on Now. The choice is ours. 

I am so deeply in love with these intangible energy forms that my all efforts are 

driving towards knowing how can they do so? And finding means/forms/processes to 

make it work for all of us. I truly wonder what can be it‟s scientific or logical form? 

How can they so greatly change the lives? An unshakable faith has created what 
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otherwise was simply impossible. I want to know it all. I want to make it work for 

all. The constructive ones. The conscious choice. 

They are all our Mind and Emotional powers. We are all given them limitless and 

this is how we to are limitless, infinite, eternal and Universal Beings in true sense. 

An Alchemy of an ART OF FOCUSING and TRUSTING. Although in our recent 

times we need to know and have it‟s logical form as well, for trusting and making it 

work for us. 

For now, closing with the note, how much aware are we of them? How well are we 

using constructively for us? 

 

What happens? 

I intend to conclude second part (Consciousness of All) of my theory of „Whole Life 

Science‟ by highlighting on what happens when our consciousness heightens. How 

our journey take shape from here. How we lead towards our essential and potential 

self, when we choose to continue. 

As we are aware we Humans are very much victims of their beliefs, memories and 

prejudices. Awakening consciousness engulfs to question what we have already been 

holding and what we are very comfortable with. So we are in the situation of 

questioning our own self. If we stick to what we have believed then what to do with 

new perception or spark of awareness and if we accept new spark then we are 

pushed to change. Challenge and Change our beliefs and prejudices and accept new 

which is breaking the shell of our comfort zone. Because we are afraid of what will 

happen with new awareness, how will our life be shaped then. Lack of trust, lack of 

security surfaces and we are in a tug of war. Whether to go back to same old or to 

trust the new and explore our inner and outer unknown zones. 

Our awakened consciousness invokes our intuitiveness and we are been guided. We 

are guided to do the things we have never done before, to bring changes we have 

never even thought of in distant dreams. Going with this new flow asks for 

tremendous courage and trust and serenity. We born once again. Our life changes. 

In all of these our routine life gets disturbed. We are in mid way, not here nor there. 

It becomes difficult for us to Accept our new Self, new Insights, new Venture. And 

till we fully understand, accept and acknowledge, people around us also get 

disturbed. Our relationships, our career, the whole environment gets disturbed. And 

it is a change so many things change. Some of the relationships leave us, our work 

and environment shakes and even shatters. 

We are constantly pulled back towards returning to our old comfortable self and life. 

As I said it becomes a tug of war. Those who choose to trust and explore the new 

avenues, lead towards infinite. They get the chance to unbound and flourish their 
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potential. And those who return to the old version, even they take a ride because 

that spark has already be kindled once, it can be tamed for a while not for long. At 

every given chance that spark will show up again and those disturbances would 

catch up again. 

We have to choose. 

Why do we need to invoke our consciousness? Here is the basic question. Some 

scarcity within, emptiness within, some lacking within keeps giving pain to us. 

Constantly. We hear a voice saying you are More. You deserve More. The things 

need to be more positive and supportive to you. That need of fulfilling pushes us to 

invoke our consciousness. To know More, to be More. And somewhere within we 

know that We are that More already. We are that deserving already. We have 

known that we are infinite beings. But we do not experience that infinity that bliss 

that fulfilment. And that cry within for experiencing, for living sets us to clash with 

new awakened consciousness. 

We have to trust that it is our own desire, our own need which we have offered as a 

Prayer is being getting answered. It is our own quest that is getting fulfilled. Once 

we are settle with this knowing and insight, we settle with the change. The struggle 

settles down as well and a smooth effortless flow of new horizons opens before us. 

The experiences we then receive are so beautiful that total environment around us 

become beautiful. Pulsating with new rhythm, pulsating with new tale and a dawn 

of new growth, new life open us. Like a lotus with new sunshine. Struggle only 

remains till we resist. The moment we accept and merge it all becomes expansive 

like a starry night from a mountain top. 

We can experience everything, ever present, here in this one life itself.  Just by 

doing what we doing sitting at our own place. We can live the life of it all. We can 

experience all bliss and eternities and infinities and all possibilities just by taking 

that one choice. 

To awaken our consciousness and to go with it. 

May it happen for all of us. 

 

 

|| Shubham Bhavatu ||    || Shivam Bhavatu || 
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